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Executive Summary
The Healthy Kids Zone (HKZ) concept takes advantage of schools’ enormous potential as centers of wellness in limited resource communities. Schools are focal points of neighborhoods,
with diverse communities, resources, and opportunities revolving around them. The HKZ concept harnesses these assets and opportunities to create a space conducive to supporting the
health and well-being of students and residents alike. The concept elevates community design
and enforcement standards to address the social determinants of health that impact health
outcomes in low-income communities and communities of color, placing schools as the center
of health-promoting neighborhood efforts. The school and surrounding community become a
hub of wellness with an HKZ designation, defined by policies that protect and promote the
health of the neighborhood. Taking a community-driven, systems approach to reducing health
disparities, the concept encompasses five Health Improvement Categories that have a comprehensive impact on a safe and healthy school community: nutrition, physical activity, environmental health, safety and health services. The concept was born out of a project funded
by the Center for Disease Control and Prevention’s Racial and Ethnic Approaches to Community Health (REACH) grant program. The purpose of this report is to outline the HKZ concept,
methodology and pilot application in Los Angeles as well as begin discussions of how it can
be applied to other school communities of need.
To begin the implementation
of an HKZ, it is necessary to
conduct a needs assessment to
determine and prioritize which
schools in a given area would
benefit most from having the
HKZ designation. The HKZ
School Selection Criteria Index
was designed to help communities prioritize high-need schools,
illustrate the need for an HKZ,
and tailor the HKZ Model to the
particular needs of each school.
The Criteria Index includes indicators across all five Health
Improvement Categories as well
as demographic measures. In
the Los Angeles pilot, the Index
highlighted notable disparities
between schools in the
historically underserved South
Los Angeles area compared to
schools in the wealthier West
Los Angeles area.
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Once schools have been identified, there are an array of
potential policies and programs
for each Health Improvement
Category that communities can
pick and choose from and use
in any combination that suits
the school communities’ unique
needs. These policies may
include land use design guidelines that expand access to
healthy food and active space
for physical activity, resource
allocation priorities to increase
access to health services, and
code enforcement standards for
pedestrian safety and improved
environmental quality.
The policies and programs
highlighted in this report span
the policy landscape including jurisdictional resolutions,
general plan guidelines,
zoning codes, health plan

policies, city ordinances and
state legislation. The process
of getting policies adopted
and/or implemented requires
sustained commitment and
follow-through from advocates
and decision-makers alike. The
HKZ policy framework was
pursued in the Los Angeles pilot
through a community-based effort, which involved convening
an advisory committee of local
organizations that specialize
in the Health Improvement
Categories of HKZ, building
relationships with the campus
community, and hosting a series
of stakeholder workshops for
community input on the structure
of the HKZ. An important part
of HKZ policy adoption is the
ability to identify existing policy
opportunities or synergies and
different vehicles to implement
HKZ policies.

Chapter 1

Healthy Kids Zone

HKZ Concept
Introduction
Cities are facing an epidemic
of chronic, preventable diseases connected to environmental
conditions and ensuing lifestyle
choices. Adult and childhood
rates of obesity, diabetes, and
other nutrition and physical
activity related ailments are at
record levels, particularly in
low-income, communities of
color. Studies have increasingly
connected these trends with
built environments that discourage healthy living. In fact,
according to the World Health
Organization, the “social
determinants of health” have
profound effects on a person’s
health. These include social
and economic circumstances,
physical environment, and characteristic and behavioral responses to both. Through a collaborative process with the Los
Angeles Unified School District
(LAUSD), Los Angeles County
Department of Public Health
(LADPH), and with federal funds
from the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC),
Community Health Councils
(CHC) has worked to develop
a model for addressing these
social determinants of health in
places like South Los Angeles.
The Collaborative’s project positions high-need schools as the
focal points of communities with
the goal being to build healthier communities based on higher
standards of development and
enforcement in the immediately
adjacent neighborhoods.

Due to the expansive network
of schools within communities, there is potential to exert
significant effects on the social, economic, and physical
character of neighborhoods
as they provide resources that
are otherwise lacking, such as
recreational facilities, healthy
food options and heath care
services.

History of the
Racial and Ethnic
Approaches to
Community Health
Program
Racial and Ethnic Approaches
to Community Health (REACH)
is a CDC-funded grant program
intended to address racial
and ethnic health disparities.
Through REACH, awardee partners plan and carry out local,
culturally-appropriate programs
to address a wide range of
health issues among African
Americans, American Indians, Hispanics/Latinos, Asian
Americans, Alaska Natives,
and Pacific Islanders. For more
than twenty years, CHC has
led efforts to eliminate health
disparities by expanding health
coverage, increasing access to
health care and improving the
environment in areas with inadequate resources for healthy living. In 2012, the CDC funded
CHC’s REACH project proposal
implement a model based on
a geographic prioritization of
resources in order to improve
health disparities in selected
South Los Angeles school com-

munities. CHC’s efforts stem
from the principle that given
essential resources schools can
anchor the development of
healthy and whole communities. As such, CHC’s proposal,
Healthy Kids Zone (HKZ), uses
a geographic prioritization of
resources model, which places schools as hubs to support
community development and in
some cases revitalization. The
selected schools for the proposal were ones that lacked essential resources to support student
health and wellness as well as
the neighboring community.

South Los Angeles Public
Health Disparities in Context
When Why Place Matters, a report published in 2007 by two
of California’s leading health
policy organizations, boldly
suggested that a home address
might be a person’s most important health indicator, it was
a prominent recognition that
community design and development had become a primary
quality-of-life concern in marginalized communities, and that
environmental disparities linked
to race and income remained
an impediment to overall public
health gains, despite rapidly
increasing health care spending. Mounting evidence shows
a clear relationship between the
incidence of chronic health conditions, like diabetes and heart
disease, and environments that
are under-resourced and overburdened with low-income and
communities of color. The ability to access quality food and
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health care, exercise in places
that are conducive to physical
activity, and live free of environmental toxins is a barrier
that limits the human potential
of many throughout the country,
but especially in South
Los Angeles.

Income and Health
Disparities
South Los Angeles is reportedly
the most socio-economically diverse region in the County and
City of Los Angeles. Though this
is the case, South Los Angeles
is also home to some of the
County and City’s most economically vulnerable populations.
Additionally, South Los Angeles
is host to higher concentrations
of people of color as well as
higher rates of obesity and
hypertension for these
populations.
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In 2012, the US Census Bureau, accounting for the costs
of basic necessities, burden of
taxes, and availability of support programs, reported that
California holds the nation’s
highest poverty rate. Moreover,
California ranks seventh nationally for greatest wealth disparity. Studies show that from 1980
to 2010, incomes for the poorest 10th of California residents
declined by 24%. Meanwhile,
income levels for the wealthiest
10th of Californians increased
by 34% during the same time.
The decrease in incomes for
the poorest and increase for
the richest further expanded
the gap of wealth in the state,
which is one contributing factor
to public health disparities. Income serves as a variable that
is indicative of quality of life in
addition to ease of access to
vital resources such as food and
health care. For example, the

City of Los Angeles itself lacks
an appropriate amount of park
land and open space to support
its entire population’s recreation
needs. However, those with
comfortable or considerable resources might have access to a
car and time to venture outside
of their immediate neighborhoods to travel to a regional
park for recreation. Lacking
access to resources that would
allow for one to take time out
of their day to travel to a park
for recreation can manifest into
public health disparities by way
of higher rates of chronic and
preventable diseases such as
obesity and hypertension in
communities with higher
concentrations of lower
income residents such as
South Los Angeles.

Race/Ethnicity and
Health Disparities
Health disparities in Los Angeles County are associated
with race, ethnicity, geography, and socio-economic status. African-Americans in Los
Angeles County have higher
rates of death from coronary
heart disease, stroke, and diabetes than any other racial
or ethnic group.i Hypertension
is significantly higher in the
African-American community
(38.7%) than among other
racial and ethnic groups. For
whites, the rate is 26.5%,
followed by APIs at 24.7%,
Native Americans at 24.1%,
and Latinos at 20.1%. Diabetes
rates for Latinos (9.6%) and
African-Americans (11.3%) are
greater than rates among APIs
(9.0%) and whites (6.9%) in LA
County. Latinos have the highest
rates of obesity, at 29.4%, followed by African Americans at
29.2%, both significantly higher than those of whites (17.6%)
and APIs (8.9%). Rates of
smoking are highest among African Americans adults (25.1%)
and Native Americans (33%),
compared to their white peers
(15.1%).ii
Health and vital statistic data
for the County of Los Angeles’
(County) Health Districts show
that residents who live in the
Southwest Health District, which
closely aligns with the South Los
Angeles geographic region, are
overburdened with morbidity
and mortality. 30.2% of adults
living in the Southwest Health
District (Southwest) have been
diagnosed with hypertension
(the second highest percentage

in the County) and 35.1% of
adults are obese (the third highest percentage in the County).
Mortality rates in the Southwest
due to coronary heart disease
(192 age-adjusted deaths per
100,000 persons), stroke (53
deaths per 100,000) and diabetes (39 deaths per 100,000)
are all well above the County baseline (150 deaths
per 100,000 for coronary
heart disease; 36 deaths per
100,000 for stroke, and 23.3
deaths per 100,000 for diabetes).iii Data by the City’s Council
Districts (CD) show that adults
living in CDs 8 and 10, which
most closely align with the
target geography, have an average life expectancy of 75.2
and 79.1 years respectively,
much lower than the County’s
life expectancy of 80.3 years.
iv
The prevalence of child obesity in CD 8 and 10 are also
above the County baseline,
with 30.1% of children in CD
8 and 28.1% of children in CD
10 identified as obese. By comparison, 25.4% of children in
the City and 23.0% of children
in the County are considered
obese.v

Built Environment and
Health Disparities
Other data show the deep impact that social determinants
of health have on health outcomes. The City of Los Angeles
has an unemployment rate of
12.2%, higher than that of
the state (10.7%) and County
(11.2%).vi The Southwest has
the highest percentage of uninsured adults (31.5%) in the
County and the third highest
percentage of adults (38.1%)

experiencing difficulties in
obtaining medical care when
needed. Only 57.9% of adults
meet recommended physical
activity guidelines and 14.9%
consume recommended levels
of fresh fruits and vegetables,
but 41.3% of adults reported
consuming fast food at least
once a week.vii In CDs 8 and
10, 19.0% and 16.8% of
adults smoke cigarettes, respectively, compared to 14.3%
of adults in the County and
14.8% in the City. Much of this
can be attributed to the built
environment of the South Los
Angeles region, where only
64.2% of parents described the
Southwest as a pleasant neighborhood for physical activity
and 60.2% of parents reported
having easy access to a park,
playground, or other safe place
for their children to play.viii

Education/Literacy and
Health Disparities
Moreover, social determinants
of health such as education
and linguistic barriers inform
the poor health status of South
Los Angeles residents. Studies
have consistently shown that
education is an important determinant of health in that more
highly educated people have
lower morbidity rates from the
most common acute and chronic diseases, independent of
socio-economic factors. Within
South Los Angeles roughly 40%
of adults 25 years or older hold
high school diplomas or equivalencies as the highest level of
education attained, compared
to less than 5% in more affluent communities in Los Angeles
such as Bel-Air. With respect to
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Bachelor’s degrees that gap increases with just 10% of South
L.A’s 25 year or older population holding Bachelor’s degrees
as compared to 71% in Bel-Air.
Linguistic or language barriers
also affect health outcomes.
Twenty percent of the households in South Los Angeles are
linguistically isolated (English
not easily spoken or understood) in contrast to just 1%
in Bel-Air. Linguistic isolation
commonly serves as a barrier
to jobs, but may also present
obstacles in obtaining quality
medical and social services.
The disparities in health outcomes that South Los Angeles
residents face are directly
related to the aforementioned
disparities. Because of this, never has the phrase been more
poignant that “our zip codes
are better determinants of our
health than our genetic codes.”
The residents of the South Los
Angeles community are faced
with a number of negative externalities preventing them from
living active lives in healthy
environments, many of which
stem from lack of access to
resources while others are
from over exposure to
toxic sources. Healthy
Kids Zones seek
to address

the inequitable distribution of
environmental resources that
contribute to the continuing disparities experienced by South
Los Angeles residents.
The HKZ Model recognizes that
existing disparities cannot be
tackled in a piece meal fashion
as they are interconnected and
related. For this reason, the
HKZ Model utilizes a systemic
approach to combating and
rectifying adverse health conditions. When implementing the
HKZ it is imperative to identify
respective disparities in order
to appropriately address them
when implementing the Model.
In addition to identifying disparities and areas for community
development, it is equally important to identify assets within
the community that can be
built off of and strengthened.
Such assets can be identified
community leaders in addition
to organizations who work on
the ground in the community.
Within South Los Angeles there
are a number of organizations who lend their hands in
making profound community
impacts such as Community Health Councils
(CHC). CHC has
led efforts to
eliminate disparities in

health by expanding coverage,
increasing access to healthcare,
and improving the environment in areas with inadequate
resources for healthy living.
Building off the established networks and relationships within
the community allowed CHC
to lead an HKZ pilot program,
which hinged on nurturing and
growing already established
relationships in addition to creating new ones.

What is a
Healthy Kids Zone?
Over the past decade, consensus of the importance of placebased models to encourage
systems change has grown
amongst policy makers and
researchers. Place-based models, such as the geographic
prioritization of resources, are
collaborative mechanism built
to address complex issues such
that there are many interacting
causes creating a dearth of
interrelated issues yet require
multiple actors to develop a
coordinated response (Shugart
and Townsend, 2010). Such
complexities that are commonly addressed by place-based
models include climate change,
poverty, obesity and other preventable diseases, crime, and
disenfranchised communities.
Traction around the use of
place-based models (PBM) has
also increased amongst policy makers, practitioners, and
community members due to the
nature of these models as they
create long term development
strategies aimed at reducing
underutilization or misallocation
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of needed resources and social
exclusion of specific communities, through the production
of integrated bundles of public
goods and services. Simply put,
these models engage stakeholders in a collaborative process
to address issues as they are
experienced within a geographic space, be it a neighborhood
or on a larger scale, a region.
As such PBM’s typically have a
common set of characteristics
that run counter to traditional
policy and program mechanisms (shown in Table 1) that
typically do not engage locally
but operate from a top down
approach.
As a concept, Healthy Kid
Zones (HKZ) utilize the PBM,
but more specifically rely on
the geographic prioritization of
resources meaning that there
is a restricted area from within
which an HKZ functions. The
nexus of the HKZ is schools and

the immediately surrounding
community, within a ½ mile
radius or a 20 minute walking
distance, is their reach. As
such, the HKZ model addresses
the local community’s health disparities as well as their access
to needed resources, including,
but not limited to healthy food
options, transportation, and
opportunities for active recreation. Given the issues that
HKZ’s address, it is necessary
to create priorities for resource
allocation, land use and design
guidelines, as well as code
enforcement standards in order
to insure that protective and
preventative health measures
are in place for the communities surrounding designated
schools. Since the nature of
HKZ’s is to increase access to
resources and to eliminate public health disparities, it is likely
that HKZ’s will be designated
in resource-deficient communities, such as South Los Angeles.

However, given the flexibility
of the Model, HKZ’s can be applied anywhere to suit a given
community’s needs. No matter
the state of the community
where and HKZ is implemented, the focus is isolated to that
zone and a variety of policies
and programs are implemented
intended to improve access
to healthy food, enhance environmental health, increase
safety, expand opportunities for
physical activity, expand the
availability of parks and open
space, and improve access to
health care for both children
and the entire community. A
functioning HKZ also promotes
healthy land uses, accessible
resource environments and
safe, active streets within the
defined zone.
The HKZ concept reflects the importance of community design
in determining health, emphasizing a community-driven

Table 1

• Are designed (or adapted) locally to meet unique conditions

COMMON
CHARACTERISTICS
OF PLACE-BASED
APPROACHES

• Engage participants from a diverse range of sectors and

jurisdictions in collaborative decision-making processes

• Are opportunity-driven, dependent on local talent, resources,

and constraints

• Have an evolving process due to adaptive learning and

stakeholder interests

• Attempt to achieve synergies by integrating across silos,

jurisdictions, and dimensions of sustainability

• Leverage assets and knowledge through shared ownership of

the initiative

• Frequently attempt to achieve behavior change
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Key Health Improvement
Categories for South Los Angeles
Health and social services, nutrition, physical activity, and
environmental resources were identified as health priorities for
South Los Angeles through consultation with project partners
and key community stakeholders.

Nutrition
Good nutrition is the foundation for human health and well-being, physical and cognitive development, and economic
productivity. In under-resourced communities like South Los
Angeles, however, low access to fresh and affordable food
makes it difficult for families to eat well, and creates a reliance
on convenience stores and fast food restaurants that primarily
offer less-nutritious food.ix, x
Imbalanced food environments create health disparities that
translate into higher rates of obesity, diabetes and heart disease. The modified Retail Food Environment Index (mRFEI)
score (higher is better), which measures the proportion of
healthy to unhealthy food retailers, is 8 in South LA, compared
to 11 for Los Angeles overall.
HKZ’s seek to improve access to affordable and healthy food
through non-traditional, innovative outlets, such as farmers and
pop-up markets, community and school gardens, and by incentivizing healthy food retail development.

Physical Activity (Open Space)
In addition to access to healthy food options and quality
health care services, access to parks, bike lanes and paths,
and recreational facilities (active space) is significantly associated with physical activity across population and age groups.
xi,xii
Active spaces offer a wealth of health benefits as they
serve to curb the occurrence of preventable diseases such as
obesity, diabetes, heart disease, and other morbidities that
impact quality of life. Despite the benefits of active space, they
are not equitably distributed throughout the City of Los Angeles. Low-income communities of color have far less access to
active spaces than other populations in Los Angeles.
This disparity can in part explain the difference in health outcomes among Los Angeles’ communities. South Los Angeles,
one of many park-poor areas in the City, accounts for 18%
and 24% of the City’s adult and children population respectively, but only has 8% of the City’s park acreage.xiii South Los
Angeles has approximately 0.48 park acres for every 1,000
people compared to the citywide average of 5.39 park acres
per 1,000 people.xiv This disparity greatly widens when look-
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participatory process, recognizing disparities in resources
between communities, and
building partnerships among
a range of agencies, organizations and individual stakeholders. Implementation is
prioritized in communities with
the greatest health disparities,
focusing on areas with high
health risks and limited availability or access to resources
such as South
Los Angeles.
With concerted effort a Healthy
Kids Zone can provide solutions to some of the ills borne
by low-income communities of
color like South Los Angeles.
However, each community
is unique and faces different
resource challenges. HKZ’s
develop from a community-driven process and do not apply
a “one-size-fits-all” solution.
Rather, they can be catered to
fit specific community needs.
Poor health is not only a burden
on individuals and families but
whole communities and HKZ’s
are designed to support the
development of active, healthy
communities centered around
schools.
Community access to health
resources is multi-dimensional.
It encompasses availability,
quantity, location, cost, quality, and cultural acceptability.
Such goods and services can
include, but are not limited to,
health care facilities, healthy
food, transit, and recreational
space. As such HKZ’s promote
focusing on specific categories
for health improvement including: nutrition, physical activity,
environmental resources, safety,

and health services. Nutrition,
physical activity, environmental
resources health and social services were identified as health
priorities for South Los Angeles
through consultation with project partners and community
stakeholders.
Though there are many barriers
preventing South Los Angeles
from supporting clean, safe,
and healthy environments,
HKZ’s offer the opportunity to
provide communities with
access to resources that can be
used to build healthier and safer communities.

Purpose of the Report
This report serves to provide interested parties with the process
employed to implement HKZ’s
within Los Angeles and can
help parents, school stakeholders, and decision-makers apply
the HKZ Model elsewhere. The
report provides explanations
and descriptions of how to
prioritize where to execute the
HKZ Model, key policies and
programs, and how to realize
HKZ. The background rationale supporting the concept
of the HKZ Model is based on
historical land use planning
inequities, which helped create
disparities that exist today. The
disparities present themselves
through a number of veins, but
the HKZ Model utilizes health
outcomes as a primary metric.
Health outcomes are more
often dire for low-income communities and communities of
color, yet they are compounded due to resource disparities
and lifestyle behavior based
on incompatible land uses.

ing through the lens of ethnicity and race. Children in Los
Angeles census tracts where more than 75% of residents are
white have access to 192.9 acres per 1,000 people. Using
the same metric, park access for African-American communities is 6.3 acres per 1,000 people and 1.6 acres per 1,000
people for Latino communities.xv In place of active spaces
low-income communities of color have significant land assets
that are not being used to their full potential.xvi Within South
Los Angeles there are 2,306 vacant parcels totaling 331
acres, which equals more vacant land than park land.
HKZ’s seek to address the problem of limited access to active spaces through agreements made with schools to utilize
school grounds outside of school hours, and other efforts to
increase the availability of open space in underserved communities.

Physical Activity (Mobility)
Physical activity is not limited to recreation. In fact, because
residents of low-income communities may lack time, resources or access to exercise opportunities such as private gyms,
classes or equipment it is crucial to identify safe, affordable
ways to incorporate physical activity that doesn’t impose the
extra burden of unavailable time or money.
In recent years, many U.S. cities have heralded a return to
active modes of transportation such as walking or biking as
keys to healthy and sustainable lifestyles. A 2013 national realtors’ study showed a majority preference to live in a neighborhood with a mix of homes and businesses that are easy
to walk to.xvii Since many residents of South Los Angeles currently live in households without access to a private vehicle,
policies and designs focused on active and public transportation will directly support physical activity in the daily lives
of impacted community members. For students, a particularly
vulnerable population that is too young to drive and may lack
the financial means to obtain a private vehicle, ensuring safe
and affordable travel not only provides connection from home
to school but also to local community businesses and services.
HKZ’s seek to improve active transportation options by promoting safe and accessible walking and biking infrastructure
and programming in underserved neighborhoods.

Environmental Resources
The environments where we live, study, work, and play can
affect our health and quality of life. Toxic chemicals in our
water, soil, air, and food can increase the likelihood of
illnesses like asthma, lead to school absences, or harm
students’ academic performance. Neighborhoods in
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South Los Angeles are overburdened by environmental health
hazards like truck traffic that
pollutes the air and undesirable
land uses like manufacturing
centers and automotive repair
shops that create noise, odors,
traffic and pollution that discourage walking and biking.
HKZ’s seek to improve environmental quality by improving
schools’ indoor environmental
quality (i.e. eliminating mold),
reducing health hazards near
schools (i.e. separating
polluting sites from schools),
and restricting unhealthy
messages (i.e. limiting tobacco
advertising).

Health and Social Services
Access to high-quality health services is important in identifying
and treating illnesses and as well as preventing them. There are
routine screenings for children and adults that identify chronic or
infectious diseases or identify patients who are “at-risk” for developing the diseases. These screenings allow health providers to
help correct health behaviors that may be putting people at risk
for developing or contracting a disease. Without access to these
screenings the diseases may not be caught until they have caused
significant damage. For chronic diseases in particular regular access to health services help manage the disease and improve the
quality of life for patients.
Unfortunately, reports show that in South Los Angeles children’s
caretakers reported that 7.3% of children did not have a regular
source of care[v], the highest percentage within Los Angeles. Furthermore, 18.85% of adults and 9.5% of children living in South
Los Angeles delayed or forewent prescriptions or medical services.
This may be attributed to a myriad of access issues such as cost,
linguistic barriers, or location.
HKZ’s seek to address these issues by improving access to free or
low-cost physical, behavioral, and dental health services in each
Healthy Kids Zone.

Safety
In addition to the environmental conditions and resources afforded to communities, negative safety
perceptions are a significant barrier to healthy lifestyles and community development. When residents
fear crime and violence where they live, they are less
likely to be physically active or be socially and civically engaged in their neighborhoods. A 2007 study
showed an inverse correlation of traffic levels on
urban trails and levels of crime in surrounding neighborhoods. Significant crime disparities are present
within Los Angeles, and the most impacted neighborhoods often have the least protection from car-dominant design and incompatible land use.
HKZ’s seek to improve safety perceptions and natural
surveillance through the activation of public space.
In addition to promoting a safer relationship between
motor vehicles and non-motorized travel modes.
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Recommendations included
here seek to address these root
causes of health that result in
disproportionately high rates of
negative but preventable health
outcomes in low-income communities and communities of color.
Just as disparities have been
shaped by years of inequitable land uses and policies, the
solutions that seek to address
resource-poor community needs
will also take shape and evolve
over time. This report highlights
recommendations that have

shown success or potential for
positive change in improving
health-promoting behaviors and
lifestyle choices.
The chapters proceed as follows: Chapter 2 describes how
to identify high-need schools
and the benefits of focusing
implementation on small number of schools. It also provides
an introduction to the selected
health improvement categories
based on preliminary work on

the South Los Angeles HKZ pilot
project. Chapter 3 highlights
relevant policies and programs
based on the health improvement categories. Chapter 4
provides further detail on policy
adoption and implementation,
including an overview of engaging with school communities
and policy makers. An appendix is included with the report
providing references, glossaries, and technical
explanations.
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Chapter 2

School Selection Criteria

Introduction
All too often, a school district,
city, or state does not have the
resources to achieve all of its
goals or to fully implement a
policy. A city may lower speed
limits near schools to reduce
the likelihood of a collision but
many drivers may still speed
when in a hurry or due to careless or reckless driving behavior. In such cases, a city could
identify “high-need areas” with
high concentrations of speeding
cars and students walking to
school to prioritize speed-reducing design treatments, like
speed bumps or curb extensions, in those areas to protect
students in areas where collisions are most likely to occur.
Likewise, the HKZ Model uses
a School Selection Criteria of
health related indicators, designed to help school districts,
school community stakeholders,
or regulatory agencies working
with limited resources objectively identify “high-need schools”
that would benefit the most from
the HKZ standards.
As with all components of the
HKZ Model, this process begins
with the school community.
Local stakeholders are typically
in tune with the most critical
community health needs. In
some neighborhoods park
access is a health issue while
in others poor air quality may
be the most pressing concern.
While school communities may
know anecdotally and from
experience what primary local
health concerns and vulnerable
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characteristics are, the Selection Criteria provides an index
to quantify, compare and rank
these criteria as compared to
other school communities.
The Selection Criteria consists
of key determinants of health
such as access to health services, park space, safety infrastructure and healthy food. The
criteria dimensions are applied
to all schools, with those school
communities with high rates of
health-detracting factors, such
as traffic collisions, poverty
and air pollution, flagged as
high-need. The Selection Criteria is also an important tool
for assessing whether a school
would benefit from the HKZ
Model and for describing why
a school community needs more
resources. Several potential
instances of when and how
to use the Selection Criteria,
as well as potential users, are
described below.

Examples of When
and How to Use the
HKZ Model
Identify and Prioritize HighNeed School Communities
“When everything is a priority, nothing is a priority”. This
thought motivated the creation
of the Selection Criteria. Budgetary or political constraints
may prevent simultaneous,
equitable implementation of the
HKZ Model at a large number of schools. Furthermore, if
widely enacted underserved

jurisdictions would be at a
disadvantage to resource-rich
school communities that have
the benefit of strong political
representation and parents
with more opportunities and
capacities to be involved. For
this reason, we recommend that
when implementing the HKZ
model, decision-makers use the
Selection Criteria to prioritize

high-need schools to ensure
the most underserved communities benefit. Jurisdictions with
multiple schools, such as a state
or school district, using this
method would apply the same
criteria to the pool of possible
HKZ schools. The Selection
Criteria has been designed so
that data is publicly-accessible,
expanding user availability to
schools, students, parents, residents, business owners, community organizations, civic groups
and other stakeholders within a
school community.

Demonstrate Need for the
HKZ Model
Residents and school community stakeholders can be highly
knowledgeable in the issues
facing their communities and
are well-positioned to understand the need for change.
Residents and stakeholders

who want to demonstrate the
need for an HKZ Model in
their neighborhood can use
the Selection Criteria to quantify disparities and resource
needs. By scoring underserved
and resource-rich schools in
the same region, the results
will likely highlight disparities
between schools in factors
promoting and harming student
and community health. Parent
groups, community organizations, and school stakeholders
(i.e. principals and teachers)
are most likely to use the Selection Criteria to illustrate
the need for an HKZ
intervention.

Establish the
Appropriateness
of the HKZ Model

South Los Angeles
Pilot Project

to schools across the Los
Angeles region and other
municipalities.

As part of this project, the concept of HKZ selection criteria
has been applied to LAUSD
schools located in South Los
Angeles. When compared to
schools from more affluent West
Los Angeles, and the average
of LAUSD as a whole, these
South LA HKZ “Pilot Schools”
demonstrate disparate challenges. HKZ policies and programs
are designed to address the

With the South Los Angeles
Pilot Project, health-related
indicators addressing well-established issues around Los
Angeles County were selected.
As shown in Table 2.1 below,
the Health Improvement Categories were based upon findings from a literature review as
well as feedback from schools,
community organizations, and
public health experts
and included nutrition, physical activity,
environmental health,
Decision-makers and school
safety, health services.
Demographic inforstakeholders can also
mation (i.e. household
income, ethnicity and
use the Selection Criteria
parental education
level) was also includto identify which health
ed as indicators of
potential hardship.
improvement categories
Chosen indicators were
not only representative
to prioritize. For example,
of each improvement
category but also
if the Selection Criteria
easily accessible to the
demonstrate a need for
public and available at
the zip code level.

Finally, parties interested in the HKZ Model
can use the Selection
Criteria scores to
determine the Model’s
appropriateness. A
school community scoring “well” or having an
abundance of health
promoting factors may
mobility enhancements and
not benefit significantly
The South Los Angeles
from implementation
open space access,
Pilot Project selected
of the HKZ approach.
schools in
Alternatively, a school
HKZ policies and programs
historically underserved
facing sizable barriers
neighborhoods and the
to healthy living will
should reflect those needs.
Selection Criteria was
score “poorly” on the
used to demonstrate
HKZ Criteria Index, esthe need to reduce
tablishing the Model’s
disparities in those
appropriateness. For health dehealth-related challenges facing
communities.
The results below
termining factors unaddressed
the communities residing near
illustrate
notable
inequities in
by the Criteria Index, stake18 South Los Angeles elemenmany
health-related
factors
holders should add policies that tary, middle, and high schools.
between the HKZ Pilot Schools
tackle those remaining issues
Lessons learned from the pilot
in the lower-income neighborof concern.
schools could also be applied
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hoods of South Los Angeles
when compared to more resourced West Los Angeles. For
example, South Los Angeles

students are more likely to
experience violent crime, be
without health insurance, face
high pollution exposure, have

less access to parks, live in less
walkable neighborhoods, and
live below the poverty line.

Table 2.1

Pilot Project Comparison Baseline Conditions*
Health Improvement
Category

Indicator of Health and Safety

Average
West
LA Schools

Average
South
LA Schools

Nutrition

Free and reduced lunch eligibility

34.5%

85.8%

Nutrition

Body composition within healthy fitness
zone on Fitnessgram

62.4%

39.7%

Physical Activity

Park acres per 1,000 people within 1/2
mile of school

3.7

3.4

Physical Activity

Percent of children within healthy fitness
zone on Fitnessgram

69.7%

36.2%

Physical Activity

Walkscore1

70.5

53.2

Environmental Health

Cumulative impact pollution burden
(percentile)2

19th

60th

Safety

Incidence of bicycle collisions within ½ mile
radius of school3

19.4

12.4

Safety

Rate of violent crimes within a ½ mile
radius of school4

0.6

3.9

Health and Social
Services

Percent adults uninsured (18-64) by ZCTA5

12.5%

37.8%

Health and Social
Services

Percent children uninsured by ZCTA6

3.6%

20.6%

Other

Average parental education level7

3.6

2.1

Other

Students of color

58.0%

99.7%

1

Neighborhood ranking algorithm that accounts for pedestrian-friendly walking routes, nearby amenities and local land use. www.walkscore.com
Using California Environmental Protection Agency screening methodology: CalEnviroScreen
3
per 10,000 population (2011-2013)
4
per 1,000 population (2012-2013)
5
ZCTA = Zip Code Tabulation Area: US Census-designated boundaries that closely align with jurisdictional zip codes (2012-2013)
6
Ibid.
7
Average of all parent educational level responses for a school where the following scale is used: (1 = Not a high school graduate;
2 = High school graduate; 3 = Some college; 4 = College graduate; 5 = Graduate school)
2
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Chapter 3

Policies and Programs

How Policy Affects
Health
In recent years, a growing
stream of place-based initiatives
and community planning efforts
have taken place that attempt
to address wellness and preventable health challenges in
underserved communities like
South Los Angeles by retrofitting neighborhoods to support
healthy lifestyles for their
inhabitants.
Purposeful advocacy and community engagement can reverse
long-standing biases that emphasize car-dominated streets
and tolerate nuisance land uses
in marginalized communities.
A growing number of cities
in California including Los
Angeles have added a health
element to the general plan
documents that guide their longterm planning and development
processes. In many places, land
use plans have been adopted
that seek to create inclusive and
walkable communities where a
range of life activities are integrated, and to buffer neighborhoods from pollution sources.
School campuses are being
used in new and innovative
ways to enhance health care
access, local food sourcing, urban agriculture, and recreation.
Local ordinances have been adopted to restrict the proliferation
of alcohol sales and fast food,
and transfer control of vacant
lots to community stewardship.
Mobility plans have been revamped to account for a broader range of users (i.e. bicyclists,

pedestrians, transit riders) and
to prioritize streetscape improvements that promote safety
for all users. New development
initiatives are converting
convenience stores
into healthy food
markets and
building parks
where open
space is lacking.
Meanwhile, improving access to
data and mapping
resources is helping
health promoters make
their case for policy reform and
investment.
What follows in this section is
an extensive description of policy and program initiatives that
stakeholders and health promoters can pursue to create healthier neighborhood environments,
and structure HKZ’s with school
campuses as a focal point. It is
not a complete set of alternatives, nor does every suggestion
fit every context, but efforts
were made to provide a comprehensive view of addressing
environmental health challenges. A set of overarching goals
is described for each Health Improvement Category, followed
by a series of objectives that
would help to accomplish them.
For each objective the report
highlights recommendations
based on their feasibility or
precedence for implementation
and/or for the potential impact
in addressing key challenges to
health. The recommendations
below comprise a selected list
of highlighted policies and

programs drawn from an extensive policy scan found in
Appendix 2.

Health Improvement
Categories
Nutrition
Good nutrition is the foundation for human health and
well-being. In many low-income
communities of color in Los
Angeles and elsewhere, however, access to wholesome and
affordable food is dismal. This
lack of access to nutritious food
makes it difficult for families
to eat well, fueling the health
disparities that translate into
higher rates of preventable
chronic disease.xviii, xix To overcome these disparities the HKZ
proposes better implementation
of guidelines and standards
that support limits on fast food
density and auto-centric retail
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design, incentivize healthy food
retail and urban agriculture,
and encourage innovative food
resources that make the healthy
choice the easiest choice in all
neighborhoods.
Access to affordable, nutritious
foods and beverages is a basic necessity and an essential
component of a healthy neighborhood. Full-service grocery
stores, healthy corner markets,
farmers markets and other alternative food access points must
be part of a broader strategy
to improve community development, promote healthy eating,
and avert the surge of preventable disease and death in Los
Angeles’ low-income communities of color. The policies and
programs outlined in the following section are strategies that
can be used by school districts,
local municipalities, or community stakeholders attempting
to establish a HKZ in their
community:

HKZ Nutrition Goals
•

•

Support the development
and implementation of better design standards that
augment nutritious food
environments and access to
fresh and affordable foods
surrounding schools.
Increase availability of alternative food access points
by supporting innovative
food projects, policy, and
system strategies that serve
under-resourced and underserved populations around
HKZ’s.
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•

Increase the availability of healthy food retail and dining options in communities that have poor food environments and
limited choices.

The aforementioned objectives are part of a policy and program
strategy to ensure standards around schools are infused with tangible policy and program solutions that can ensure healthy communities. A number of policies are outlined in Appendix 2 and are
referenced throughout the HKZ policy opportunities, Los Angeles
have been able to leverage.

Objectives

1.1 Support healthy food retail and incentives to reduce
unhealthy food options
Rationale
Studies demonstrate that access to food retail have a direct bearing on health. In 2006, a study published in the American Journal
of Preventive Medicine found the presence of a supermarket within
a census tract alone or in combination with a grocery store was
associated with lower prevalence ratios of obesity and overweight
residents.
Highlighted Recommendations
• Incentivize other types of developments that include and are not
limited to: grocery stores, farmers markets, food cooperatives,
and other community generated fresh food access points that
enhance neighborhood food choices.
• City wide policy that supports market conversions in close
proximity to HKZ zones to begin supporting retailers that
replace high processed, calorie dense or junk food with nutrition-rich foods.
Policy References N-1, N-2

1.2 Innovative healthy food land use and zoning policy
to improve food
environments
Rationale
Innovative land use is a strategy that can help augment poor food
environments where choice is limited and catalyze local job creation and economic opportunity. The strategy leverages land use
policy and zoning to restrict unwanted uses and prevent the oversaturation of establishments that contribute to obesity and preventable diet-related diseases.

Highlighted Recommendations
Prohibit new free-standing fast food restaurants from opening within a half-mile of an existing free-standing fast food
restaurant.
• Support alternative types of food businesses that retail nutritious
food, including healthy street vendors, green carts, produce
stands, and other non-traditional brick and mortar type of
establishments.
• Restrict advertising of unhealthy foods within ½ mile of school
campuses and support policy that improves food quality students are exposed to daily.
Policy References N-3, N-4, N-5

1.3 Support nutrition access point innovation as a strategy to diversify healthy food resources, reduce hunger,
and improve food equity.
Rationale
Improving heathy food access is a critical component of an agenda to build an equitable sustainable food system. Expanding the
purchasing power of consumers using public food assistance
programs, can help support the consumption of more fruits and
vegetables for low income residents. Furthermore, after school
campuses are an untapped resource to support community health
and serve the neighborhood’s nutritional needs.
Highlighted Recommendations
•

Expand electronic benefits transfer (EBT) access at farmers’
markets, pop-up markets and produce stands on public
property.

• Prioritize permitting expedition for farmers’ markets, pop-up
markets and produce stands that accept EBT.
• Leverage shared use agreements to allow community supported
agriculture and pop up produce markets to vend fresh fruits and
vegetables on school grounds in neighborhoods where limited
food options exist.
• Source local food through procurement policies that support
local food systems and establish higher nutrition and vending
standards for school campuses.
• Establish youth farm stand, community garden, urban farm,
food production micro-business programs that allow communities to grow their own food and support more green space.
Policy References N-6, N-7, N-8, N-9
For a complete list of Nutrition recommendations, see Appendix 2.

Physical Activity
In addition to access to healthy
food options and quality health
care services, access to parks,
bike lanes and paths, and recreational facilities (“active spaces”) is significantly associated
with physical activity across
population and age groups.xx, xxi
Active spaces offer a wealth of
health benefits as they serve to
curb the occurrence of preventable diseases such as obesity,
diabetes, heart disease, and
other morbidities that impact
quality of life. Despite the benefits of active spaces, they are
not equitably distributed in
many communities. Low-income
communities of color have far
less access to active spaces
than other populations in Los
Angeles and elsewhere.
This disparity can in part explain the difference in health
outcomes among communities.
South Los Angeles, one of
many park-poor areas in the
City of Los Angeles, accounts
for 18% and 24% of the City’s
adult and children population
respectively, but only has 8%
of the City’s park acreage.xxii
South Los Angeles has approximately 0.48 park acres for
every 1,000 people compared
to the citywide average of 5.39
park acres per 1,000 people.
xxiii
This disparity greatly widens
when looking through the lens
of ethnicity and race. Children
in census tracts where more
than 75% of residents are white
have access to 192.9 acres
per 1,000 people. Using the
same metric, park access for
African-American communities
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is 6.3 acres per 1,000 people and 1.6 acres per 1,000
people for Latino communities.
xxiv
In place of active spaces
low-income communities of color have significant land assets
that are not being used to their
full potential.xxv Within South Los
Angeles there are 2,306 vacant
parcels totaling 331 acres,
equivalent to more vacant land
than park land.
In addition to the lack of active spaces, many residents
of low-income communities of
color are also faced with barriers to active transportation.
Both physical and social risks
contribute to creating an unsafe, unhealthy and unpleasant
environment to travel outside of
a car. Broken or dead-end sidewalks, lack of sidewalk ramps
(curb cuts), sidewalks that are
deserted or feel dangerous,
and nearby land uses with
heavy pollutants or toxic uses
are all impediments to a vibrant
walking atmosphere. Similarly,
lacking a safe space on the
road can discourage those who
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wish or need to travel by bike,
often forcing bicyclists to ride
on the sidewalk—further creating conflicts for those walking.
Despite these barriers, walking
and/or biking are likely to be
the only, if not one of few, transportation choices for low-income residents. In Los Angeles,
neighborhoods with the lowest
household incomes also have
the highest rates of households
without access to a vehicle.
xxvi
As an example, South Los
Angeles has the fifth lowest per
capita household income and
the third highest rate of zero-vehicle households in the City.
Further, the percentage of the
population in South Los Angeles living in extreme poverty is
19%, more than double the 8%
City average.xxvii With this relatively high reliance on non-vehicular modes of transportation
ensuring a safe, comfortable
and accessible trip by foot or
bike is especially important
for low-income communities.
Streets and sidewalks that are
not conducive to walking, bicy-

cling and other forms of active
transportation can, at best, discourage physical activity and,
at worst, increase the likelihood
of injury or death for vulnerable
road users. Safe street design
and environments will encourage, protect and diversify the
share of travelers partaking in
active transportation. In impacted communities commuting or
traveling may be one of very
few affordable and convenient
ways to be physically active.
For the purposes of this report,
the Physical Activity Health
Improvement Category encompasses two main policy areas:
Open Space and Mobility.
While many factors can affect
people’s ability or motivation to
be physical active, this report
focuses on the role of the built
environment but also considers
education and encouragement
programs. Physical activity impacts from urban design and
public safety are also discussed
in the Health Improvement Category Safety section (p. 21).

Open Space

HKZ Physical Activity - Open Space Goals

Parks, open spaces, green
spaces, trails, recreational
centers, and exercise facilities
(“active open spaces”) are critical community resources that
support and facilitate healthy
living. Active open spaces offer
a wealth of benefits to surrounding neighborhoods and serve
as major protective factors from
obesity, diabetes, heart disease, and other morbidities that
impact quality of life. They also
strongly contribute to the social
capital, environmental quality,
and economic vitality of neighborhoods. More active spaces
within a community are associated with higher levels of physical activity from surrounding
residents.xxviii, xix Strong, working
systems of these community
assets often indicate strong,
healthy communities. Therefore
it’s no surprise that research
has indicated that where active
spaces are less accessible or of
relatively poor quality, surrounding communities more often
fail to meet physical activity
guidelines, are less healthy, are
more likely to be low-income,
and more likely to be largely
African-American or Latino.
The availability, access, and
quality of active spaces in Los
Angeles is playing a significant
role in determining the health of
residents, especially those far
away from safe, quality physical activity amenities.

•

Support the development and renovation of active spaces within the HKZ.

•

Develop safe passage to the active spaces within the HKZ and
to surrounding HKZ’s within reason.

The aforementioned objectives are part of a synergistic policy and
program strategy to ensure standards around schools are infused
with tangible policy and program solutions that can ensure healthy
communities. A number of policies are outlined in Appendix 2 and
are referenced throughout the policy opportunities HKZ in Los Angeles have been able to leverage.

Objectives

2.1a Support the development and renovation of active
spaces within the HKZ in addition to developing safe
passage to these community resources.
Rationale
Studies show that low-income and areas with concentrated poverty
as well as neighborhoods with high concentrations of ethnic and
racial minorities have dramatically lower levels of access to park
resources than areas of the city with a majority of white residents.
Highlighted Recommendations
•

Perform park and recreation needs assessment for the HKZ.

•

Encourage increases in parks and recreation space in the HKZ
by implementing policies requiring park and recreation sites to
be acquired and developed in the HKZ.

•

Explore ways to connect the HKZ through open space linkages, including the “healing” of neighborhoods divided by freeways, through the acquisition and development of air rights
over freeways, which could be improved as an HKZ recreation
resource.

Policy References OS-1, OS-3, OS-5, OS-26
For a complete list of Physical Activity-Open Space recommendations, see Appendix 2.
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Mobility
Leading a physically active
lifestyle is an important pillar
contributing to one’s health and
well-being. Not only does physical activity combat weight gain
and risk of obesity, but also
contributes to the prevention of
chronic diseases related to obesity, such as diabetes and heart
disease. The increased national
reliance on private automobiles
since the mid-20th century has
led to increasingly sedentary
lifestyles across the U.S. Rates
of youth walking and/or biking
to school have dropped approximately 25% over the past 40
years and been replaced with
students being driven to school.
It is no surprise that obesity
rates have increased up to 20%
nationwide during this time.xxx
National guidelines recommend
that adults engage in 75 minutes (vigorous intensity) to 150
minutes (moderate intensity)
of physical activity per week,
while children and adolescents
should partake in 60 minutes
of physical activity per day.xxxi
According to the CDC in 2013
only 20% of the nation’s adult
population met national physical activity guideline and a
mere 12% of high school-aged
youth met these guidelines.xxxii In
South Los Angeles, the rate of
children who do not participate
in any physical activity at all is
the second highest in the county
of Los Angeles.xxxiii
For many residents in impacted
communities, physical activity
opportunities are limited. Private gym membership can be
cost-prohibitive and/or recreational physical activity may
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feel like a luxury that time cannot afford. While incorporating active transportation into a daily routine might be a practical solution
to both of these limitations, public infrastructure may be lacking,
inaccessible or considered unsafe or unusable.
The HKZ Model seeks to address barriers to physical activity by
proposing policies and programs to encourage safe active transportation and improve access to open space in areas surrounding
schools. These strategies attempt to remedy the root causes that
currently prohibit, discourage or simply do not encourage physical
activity as a safe, accessible and viable option for students, families and school communities.

HKZ Physical Activity - Mobility Goals
•

Improve active transportation support features, education and
encouragement.

•

Increase community capacity for physical activity.

Objectives

2.1b Launch active transportation education and
physical activity encouragement programs at
HKZ schools
Rationale
Education and encouragement programs provide complementary
support for active transportation infrastructure. Riding a bicycle
in traffic or crossing a crowded street on foot can be intimidating
alone or for the inexperienced. Further, not knowing or following
the rules of the road, such as drivers requiring a 3-foot buffer
while passing bicyclists or riding bicycles in the direction of traffic,
can be hazardous to all road users. School-based programs can
also take advantage of the social aspect of active transportation,
which allow students and families to travel with each other, while
engaging with surroundings and gaining more independence from
car reliance. National, school community-based programs such as
Safe Routes to School work at the intersection of public health and
transportation issues ensuring that communities can safely navigate
through their environments to and from school with education and
infrastructure improvements to increase walking and biking and
support physical activity.
Highlighted Recommendations
• Establish temporary, interim and semi-permanent “Play Streets”
programming (combined with preventing vehicle through-traffic)
on appropriate streets within HKZ.

• Leverage partnerships with non-profit organizations and city
agencies to implement active transportation education and
encouragement programs in the HKZ, such as Safe Routes to
School.
• Partner with LA DOT to identify school travel plans for safe
routes to the school to disseminate to students and families.
• Promote Bicycle League-Certified Instruction (LCI) bicycle training as a professional requirement for PE teachers; support PE
teachers to receive training and/or certification in leading bicycle rides and teaching students to ride.
• Establish a Bike-Friendly Business District within the HKZ.
Policy References M-3, M-7, S-16, S-17
For a complete list of Physical Activity-Mobility recommendations,
see Appendix 2.
limiting car and bus engine
idling, and updating the
school ventilation system.

Environmental Health
Our environment shapes our physical and mental health. Some
chemicals in our food, air, soil, and drinking water can increase
the likelihood of illness while noisy trucks and industrial activities
can disrupt sleep. The World Health Organization defines environmental health as physical, chemical, and biological factors
external to a person that impact one’s health and behaviors.xxxiv
Environmental health hazards are particularly disconcerting in the
presence of children. Youth are more vulnerable to environmental
threats’ risks due to their rapidly growing bodies and are often
more exposed to contaminants due to play habits like crawling on
the ground.xxxv Unhealthy school and home settings can influence
not only children’s health but also their school attendance and
academic performance.xxxvi Land use policies have resulted in communities of color facing higher exposure to pollution than whiter
communities. This is seen in Los Angeles’ toxic hot spots that are
saddled with multiple sources of pollution like diesel truck emissions, manufacturing and industrial sites (i.e. oil refineries), toxic
cleanup sites, and hazardous waste facilities.xxxvii The HKZ Model
addresses existing issues and prevents further environmental health
risks by prohibiting the addition of dangerous emission sources
and reducing exposure to current pollution sources.

HKZ Environmental Health Goals
•

Reduce exposure to unhealthy air, water, and soil
contaminants.

•

Improve the environmental quality of the air, soil, and water
in and around the school. This may include eliminating mold,

•

Discourage unhealthy media or visual cues that may
lead to unhealthy
behaviors.

•

Limit public health nuisances, like noise, odors, and
truck traffic, that discourages physical activity.

Objectives

3.1 Prevent additional
environmental health
hazards
Rationale
Pollution can breed more pollution. Without intervention,
neighborhoods overburdened
by pollution are often targeted to house more polluting,
noxious land uses or current
harmful uses expand and emit
more contaminants. “Fenceline”
communities living, studying,
and working near heavily
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industrialized areas and transportation routes are not only
predominately communities
of color but also communities
that receive fewer protections
from the harms those hazardous activities present.xxxviii HKZ
interventions include a “do no
harm” approach that prevent
conditions from worsening in
regions overburdened by environmental health hazards.

3.2 Reduce Existing Health Hazards

Highlighted Recommendations

Highlighted Recommendations

Rationale
Because changes to the land uses around schools typically take
years or even decades, it’s important to employ interventions
tackling current environmental health risks. This should include
identifying indoor issues as indoor environmental quality can trigger health problems (i.e. asthma attack) or contribute to school
absenteeism.xxxix Although some external health risks, like proximity
to freeways or refineries, may not be eliminated, schools can take
protective measures at the school site while agency officials can
ensure businesses follow regulations.

Prevent conflicting land uses
from locating dangerously
close to schools by creating land use and zoning
setback requirements that
follow the California Air
Resources Board and U.S.
Environmental Protection
Agency’s siting guidelines.
Guidelines recommend
schools be separated from
land uses like distribution centers, truck routes,
chrome plating facilities,
brownfields, hazardous
waste sites, and large gas
stations.

• Identify and address school-site environmental health hazards
with annual school inspections. Inspections can be based off the
Environmental Assessment Checklist created by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

•

Set development and operating requirements on new
or expanding industrial uses
near schools that prevent
additional environmental
health harms.

•

Incentivize clean businesses
to locate near the school.
Tools like tax breaks and
land use development benefits (i.e. density bonus)
could be used to encourage
clean business growth.

Numerous studies have documented a link between advertising
messages and consumption patterns.xl With marketing dominated
by unhealthy products like soda, sugared cereals, and tobacco
products, youth are absorbing messages that encourage damaging behaviors. In some cities, including Los Angeles, unhealthy
outdoor advertising is concentrated near child-serving institutions
thereby increasing youth’s exposure to harmful messages.xli Youth
are not only disproportionately exposed to marketing, but some
products like tobacco target specific demographics, including populations with lower-income and education.xlii Experts recommend
using zoning and land use regulations to shield youth from exposure to unhealthy advertising.

•
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• Agencies with jurisdiction over polluting facilities should increase inspection frequency to ensure pollution-generating sites
within 1,000 feet of a school are adhering to all regulations.
Agencies should inform school leaders on their complaint process and reportable activities.
• Encourage business modernization in polluting sectors by helping businesses find and apply for government assistance programs that support cleaning up business operations.

3.3 Discourage Unhealthy Media or Visual Cues
Rationale

Highlighted Recommendations
•

Limit store advertising, including storefronts, for alcohol, tobacco product, and calorie dense foods and beverages.

•

Within the HKZ, restrict billboard advertising content for high
calorie, high sodium, and high-sugar food and beverages. Prohibit advertising for alcohol and tobacco.

•

Prohibit new tobacco retail licenses within the HKZ.

3.4 Create Industrial Design Standards that Encourage
Physical Activity

Safety

Rationale

Safety concerns are a significant
barrier to healthy lifestyles and
community development. When
residents fear crime and violence where they live, they are
less likely to be physically active
or be socially and civically engaged in their neighborhoods.
Travelers who are walking,
biking, riding a skateboard or
a scooter may feel more “exposed” than those in a car, bus
or train, particularly if there are
few or no other pedestrians,
bicyclists or skaters in sight. A
2007 study showed an inverse
correlation of traffic levels on
urban trails and levels of crime
in surrounding neighborhoods.xliii
Significant crime disparities are
present within Los Angeles, and
the most impacted neighborhoods often have the least protection from car-oriented design
and incompatible land uses.

Industrial and manufacturing land uses, including automotive repair shops, recycling centers, and distribution centers, can present
a host of negative issues such as disruptive levels of noise, vibrations, dust, physical hazards, and traffic. These uses are also often
disproportionately located in low-income communities of color. The
noise, vibrations, and dust can not only present a physical health
threat but also induce stress and detract from the neighborhood
character with poorly maintained, poorly designed exteriors.
Highlighted Recommendations
Address public health nuisances like noise, vibrations, odors, dust,
waste, pests, visual pollution, and other disruptive practices. Zoning and land use standards should require:
•

noisy, polluting, and/or odorous activities within 500 feet of
schools or a route to school occur in enclosed and filtered
spaces;

•

enhanced emissions control and noise barriers for large commercial and industrial sites within 500 feet of schools;

•

equipment be screened from residential view; and

•

truck traffic does not interfere with residential active transportation and vehicular traffic.
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Bringing back pedestrian vitality is an essential aspect of promoting healthy neighborhoods, and it depends on a commitment to
sound urban design principles. Establishing a positive perception
of public safety is crucial for a diverse range of travelers, including
women, children and elderly, to feel comfortable traveling by foot,
bike or board.
Traffic safety is also a principal concern when considering active
modes of transportation, such as biking or walking. High vehicle
speed is one of the root causes of traffic collisions resulting in serious injury or death. In the City of Los Angeles, death from a traffic
collision is the second leading cause of injury death. South Los
Angeles recorded the highest number of motor vehicle collisions
with pedestrians from 2001-2010 and had the third-highest rate of
motor vehicle-bicycle collisions citywide. While enforcement and
compliance are important to ensure safe driving on the roads, the
impact of street design should not be underestimated. Incorporating a “Complete Streets” design principal to all streets and sidewalks prioritizes the safety of travelers above all other features,
such as vehicle speed or capacity. Consider the “8 to 80” principal of Complete Streets: Is a street or sidewalk safe and accessible
enough that you would let your 8-year-old child (or relative) walk,
bike, skateboard or ride a scooter alone? What about an 80-yearold relative you care about? Transportation is a major equalizing
factor of living. We all need to get somewhere at any given point
in the day. Whether traveling by car, bus, train, bike or on foot to
work, school, shops or appointments, the safe and reliable movement of people is a strong indicator of a successful community.
Complete Streets designs create safe streets but also safe places
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where all modes of transportation are supported, economic
development can thrive, and
sustainable solutions to environmental burdens are addressed.
Dangerous road conditions can
significantly deter active transportation and be potentially
life-threatening for existing pedestrians and other vulnerable
road users. The “Physical Activity” section of this report (p. 18)
details education and encouragement recommendations to
address concerns around active
transportation.

HKZ Safety Goals
•

Improve safety perceptions
and natural surveillance
through the activation of
public space.

•

Promote a safer relationship
between motor vehicles and
non-motorized travel modes.

4.1 Activate public space through prioritized funding
and programming and form-based building standards

4.3 Prioritize high-quality
traffic safety infrastructure
to support active transportation within HKZ

Rationale

Rationale

Lighting and “eyes on the street” improve neighborhood safety in
ways that are more cost-effective and non-invasive than traditional
security measures. Crime prevention is enhanced when pedestrian-friendly design takes precedence over auto-centric development
formats, fostering sidewalk vitality. Monitoring pedestrian routes
near schools also helps reduce violence and truancy.

There are many examples of
infrastructure improvements
intended to improve road
safety that range from temporary treatments to permanent
installations. It is especially important for infrastructure to be
designed for vulnerable road
users, providing necessary protection from moving vehicles.
For instance curb extensions,
which are typically six to 8 feet
of additional sidewalk space installed at crosswalks: a) shorten
distance for pedestrians to cross
the street, b) reduce the speeds
of fast-turning and non-yielding
vehicles, and c) improve visibility between pedestrians and
motorists.

Objectives

Highlighted Recommendations
• Prioritize funding for extended Safe Passages and gang intervention program hours and staffing for HKZ school campuses
with higher violent crime indicators.
• Prioritize funding for improved pedestrian-scale street lighting
within HKZ.
• Prohibit surface parking that separates building frontages from
the sidewalk pedestrian realm.
Policy References S-1, S-2, S-3

4.2 Apply “Complete Streets” street design guidelines
throughout the HKZ
Rationale
Streets and sidewalks designed for the most vulnerable road users
will naturally prioritize safety of all road users, particularly vulnerable pedestrians and bicyclists, over high vehicle speeds. Traffic
calming measures such as road diets can lead to a 29% reduction
in traffic collisions, mostly due to the lowering high vehicle speeds,
shortening pedestrian crossing distances, and decreasing risks of
multiple-threat collisions (when one vehicle stops in a travel lane on
a multi-lane road, but the motorist in the next lane does not,
resulting in a crash).xliv Complete Streets designs can reduce injuries and fatalities for all road users, create a safer, more pleasant
environment to walk or bike, encourages active and public transportation and provides dignity and improved quality of life to existing pedestrians and bicyclists.
Highlighted recommendations
• Prioritize HKZ neighborhoods and streets for infrastructure improvement projects.
• Implement road diets, traffic calming, pedestrian improvements
and/or bicycle-friendly street treatments on all streets processing
<25,000 vehicles per average weekday within the HKZ.
Policy References S-9, S-10, S-12

Highlighted Recommendations
• Identify feasible HKZ locations for robust street and
sidewalk infrastructure,
including bicycle parking
facilities, pedestrian crossing treatments, and bulb-out
(curb extension) treatments
• Partner with HKZ schools to
site and implement secure
bicycle/skateboard/scooter
parking facilities on school
grounds.
• Site locations for “Green
Alleys” and other potential
alley re-purposing for pedestrian use and access within
the HKZ.
Policy References M-2, M-4, M-5
For a complete list of Safety
recommendations, see
Appendix 2.
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Health Services
Though health care only impacts a fraction of what makes a person healthy, it is nevertheless integral to ensuring a person’s health
and quality of life. Preventative health care services are important
at every stage of life: immunizations and check-ups for youth and
annual well woman and man exams and screenings throughout
adulthood. However, health care services in America are notoriously expensive and often inaccessible to those who need it most.
With the surge in preventable chronic diseases such as diabetes
and heart disease that require costly specialty care, accessibility of
affordable preventive care has become a national priority, as evidenced by many provisions in the Affordable Care Act. Health
services research has demonstrated the power and value of prevention. As health professionals and advocates say, “an ounce of
prevention is worth a pound of cure.” Regular preventative care
has been shown to be able to delay or prevent morbidity and
mortality because health providers are able to identify and correct
unhealthy behaviors and provide interventions to stave off disease.
However, geographic, linguistic, and financial access barriers
persist despite national efforts to improve health care access for
all. The HKZ Model aims to make schools centers of health and
wellness by proposing methods to bring comprehensive primary
care to schools. Adequate staffing, training, and facilities to meet
the needs of the school body are at the core of the HKZ health services strategy.

HKZ Health Services Goals
• Increase accessibility and utilization of physical, behavioral,
and dental health care services
• Increase the capacity of the school to meet the health care
needs of the student and surrounding population

Objectives

5.1 School-Based Health Centers (SBHC)
Rationale
Students spend the majority of their days at school and often have
health care needs that can affect their ability to excel academically. Traditionally, schools have relied on school nurses, but many
students in disadvantaged neighborhoods may have no other
means to readily access health care. Additionally, schools are often at the center of a community and easily accessible to neighboring residents. The development of SBHCs would not only increase
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the accessibility of health care
for students, but their families
as well.
Highlighted Recommendations
• Establish a SBHC accessible
within the HKZ zone for students and family/community
members that provide basic
primary care services, behavioral health, and dental
care.
• SBHCs should have a standardized system of referral.
• SBHCs should offer after-hours care at least one
day a week to minimize
disruption to school/work
schedules.
• SBHCs should accept Medicaid and uninsured patients.
Policy References HS-2, HS-3,
HS-4, HS-5

5.2 Health care personnel ratios

5.4 Mobile and TeleHealth

Rationale

Rationale

Currently there is no requirement for school nurse-to-student
ratios or any other health care personnel ratios for schools.
Many schools do not even have a single school nurse and as
more students have increasingly complex conditions, a singular school nurse may not even be enough for America’s overcrowded public schools. Health care personnel staffing ratios
will ensure that schools are prepared to address the needs of
their student body as issues arise.

Some neighborhoods that meet
HKZ criteria may face extraordinary geographic barriers to
health care services. However,
everyday technology is being
used in new ways to overcome
these challenges to health care
access.

Highlighted Recommendations

Highlighted Recommendations

Support the development and implementation of staffing standards that improve access to care, e.g. school nurse-to-student
and behavioral health specialists-to-student ratios

• Promote the use of “telemedicine” technology for
consultation to support health
care personnel at schools or
access health care personnel
unavailable on-site.

Policy References HS-1

5.3 Incentivizing New Clinic Development
Rationale
Health care facilities do not necessarily develop in the areas
with the highest need, such as an HKZ zone, because disadvantaged areas often do not demonstrate as much profitability
as more affluent, well-resourced neighborhoods with higher
rates of private health insurance. In order to off-set this, cities
and counties can give health providers other financial incentives to build in high-need areas, similar to other business attraction policies.

• Promote the regular use of
mobile clinics in the absence
of a school-based health center within an HKZ zone
Policy References HS-11,
HS-12
For a complete list of Health
Services recommendations, see
Appendix 2.

Highlighted Recommendations
Offer tax incentives and funding to facilitate the establishment
of clinics within an HKZ Zone
Policy References HS-8
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Chapter 4

Policy Adoption and Implementation

Identifying Policy
Opportunities
The adoption of an overarching
HKZ policy can bolster support
and resources for HKZ implementation around targeted highneed schools. HKZ adoption
can take many forms, including
but not limited to: local legislation, jurisdictional resolutions,
citywide policy or plan, school
district policies, city ordinances, land use regulations and
zoning codes, infrastructure
and design guidelines, or enforcement policies. In Los Angeles, community groups such
as Community Health Councils
were instrumental in including
a policy in the City’s first-ever
health and wellness chapter, or
element, of its General Plan, the
Plan for a Healthy Los Angeles
explicitly supporting Healthy
Kids Zones and other strategies
that “make schools centers of
health and well-being.”Similarly, LAUSD recently included the

HKZ concept in its updated the
Blueprint for Wellness, a health
and wellness policy guide that
applies to every school in the
district.
As the landscape of an HKZ is
determined, it should be noted
that many of the improvements
and opportunities will be under the jurisdiction of local
implementation agencies other
than school districts, such as
transportation, parks and recreation, public works, and city
planning. Both of the adopted
policies mentioned above resulted from years of extensive
engagement with city planners
and school officials, respectively, as well as engagement with
a variety of community
stakeholders.
Policy adoption does not happen overnight and often relies
on the quality of trusted relationships with public agencies and
elected officials that have been
built up over time. Table 4.1

below is a matrix of existing Los
Angeles policy opportunities
and a matrix of potential vehicles for HKZ implementation.

Implementation
Considerations
Adoption of policy and program text by local decision-makers is only part of the process of
creating healthy communities.
It is equally important that public agencies and stakeholders
stay committed to what’s been
planned and approved; whether it is land use regulations, collaborative agreements, guiding
principles or funding commitments. Despite the enthusiasm
that often greets new community initiatives, decision-makers
can easily fall into the habit of
making exceptions when political winds change, or losing
sight of adopted priorities when
it comes to allocating funding
and approvals. Because of this
looming possibility, health promoters and stakeholders have
an indispensable role to play
in monitoring the consistency
of public sector decisions and
providing continued support for
public agency efforts to implement initiatives.
Creating and including a detailed implementation plan with
any adopted policy or program is a common step toward
achieving intended benefits of
proposed policies or programs.
Implementation plans should
connect every stated goal or
objective with clear action items
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and measureable outcomes,
and should include expected
timeframes, responsible agencies and other coordinating
entities, and dedicated or potential funding sources. Another
way to pursue implementation
is to designate a committee to
monitor progress and compliance. Such committees can exist within the local government’s
existing advisory structure (e.g.
citizen commissions) or can
work externally of the public
sector (e.g. stakeholder coalitions), and can be pre-existing
bodies with a history of relevant
engagement or newly-convened
bodies related to a specific
initiative. Regular reporting by
responsible agencies can also
help keep the public informed
and decision-makers accountable to what’s been adopted.
If a report is not imminently
available, community groups

can host a convening of stakeholders and decision-makers to
assess an initiative’s progress
and impact. As with each of
these methods, the ultimate
success of policy and program
efforts will draw on the strength
of collaborative relationships
between stakeholders and the
public sector, and the existence
of champions that can provide
sustained influence on an initiative’s behalf.

prove ineffective. In Los Angeles community-driven input has
been responsible for moving
broad-reaching policy, such as
affordable housing incentives
and fast food density limitations. The HKZ process is built
around a model of community-based development of proposed policy recommendations
and implementation.

Community-based
Approaches to Health

Expertise from leaders in fields
and issues related to the Health
Improvement Categories can
be accessed through an advisory committee. This technical
committee can complement the
“groundtruth” and local knowledge of the school community
by providing guidance in policy
and programmatic recommendations. The South Los Angeles

With place-based approaches
to improving health, local expertise is crucial to developing
appropriate policy solutions
to health challenges. As different communities experience
varied barriers to health, a
cookie-cutter approach can

Advisory Committee
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Pilot included a seven-member
multi-sectoral advisory committee comprised of organizations
specializing in the HKZ Health
Improvement Categories was
formed to guide the HKZ policy
development and implementation process.
Over a
two

and a half-year period the advisory committee offered best
practices in policy and program
solutions; recommendations for
navigating various policy adoption processes; and prioritized
community engagement at the
local and school campus level.

Establishing Campus
Relationships
An important part of defining
the HKZ around a high-need
school is developing a strong
partnership with the school itself. Most principals can broker
relationships with school-based
parties that would be interested
in oversight and implementation. While an HKZ primarily
impacts the land use and enforcement guidelines surrounding the school and outside of
the district jurisdiction, there are
opportunities to complement
needs and resources on-campus
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with HKZ improvements outside
the school. It is also beneficial
to gain support from the relevant school district(s). Ensuring
support from high-level district
managers and decision-makers
can augment efforts made by
school-specific staff. Lessons
learned from the South
Los Angeles Pilot
include being prepared for a short
but informative
meeting with timestrapped school
administration
that may
take several
attempts to
schedule;
asking very
little duties
of the school
principal other than
giving approval for HKZ implementation and identifying key
potential champions on-campus
or in the surrounding community; and highlighting the benefits
that HKZ program implementation can bring to the students of
the school.

Stakeholder Workshops
In an effort to gather local
feedback from school communities—the neighborhood around
targeted high-need schools—
stakeholder workshops were
held with the objectives of:
1) identifying priority health
needs in the area, 2) selecting
or recommending policy and
program solutions, 3) developing a groundswell of local
support and ownership of the
HKZ implementation process.
School communities are typically comprised of, but not limited

to: students, families, residents,
school staff and administration,
local community and civic organizations, and local business
owners.

Vehicles for
Implementation
Some recommended approaches to identifying policies and
vehicles for implementation
include: conducting national
and local policy scans to determine existing or potential opportunities for implementation;
researching future and pipeline
local infrastructure, planning
and zoning projects, including
lead agencies; and developing
relationships with local and regional public agencies through
available public engagement
processes, which are required
during major planning efforts
and project implementation.
Table 4.2, Healthy Kids Zone
Vehicles for Policy Implementation, details some examples in
which policy adoption might
occur at various jurisdictional
levels. The implementation
mechanisms listed below can
help guide the implementation
of HKZ as decision-makers
and governing bodies begin
channeling the policy into actionable programs, procedures,
and practices that support its
adoption. All of the policy tools
listed ultimately help safeguard
and ensure the accountability,
effectiveness, and principles
that organize HKZ’s to support
community health. The various
tools can be used to ensure that
policy adoption for HKZ happen simultaneously throughout

governing structures, giving
stakeholders the necessary tools
to engage legislative bodies,
agencies, and processes to support adoption and move policy
forward.

Considerations for
Implementation
These are just a few of the
many points to consider when
pursuing a Healthy Kids Zone,
but may serve as an introduction to establishing an HKZ
Model in a selected jurisdiction.

Enforcement Mechanisms
As with any policy or law, in order to take effect it must be enforced. When deciding on the
menu of policies and programs
that define a particular HKZ it
is important to consider which
agency or institution would implement the policy or program,
how it would be enforced, and
the feasibility of doing so. Without this part, the HKZ policy
would merely be symbolic.

Funding
In resource-limited communities, funding is limited and a
common barrier to implementing public service policies.
Context-sensitive policies and
programs to be included in an
HKZ should be evaluated to
determine whether they would
require additional funding and
how much. Those seeking to
push forward these policies and
programs should work collaboratively with relevant agencies
to identify funding sources.

Capacity for Sustainability

Framing

Any group leading an HKZ
implementation must evaluate
the sustainability of the policy and programs as well as
the community-driven effort to
implement the HKZ. In establishing an HKZ there should be
structures and systems put into
place that can sustain the HKZ
for as long as it is needed. The
structure and systems should account for staff turnover, funding
changes, school community
involvement, etc.

It is important to consider how
the HKZ concept is framed
when conducting outreach
and cultivating buy-in from the
community and schools. When
speaking with the community
about an HKZ, the tangible
benefits to the students and
community residents should be
clear and there should be an
on-going space to incorporate
local feedback on the HKZ
process and proposed improvements. With schools, principals
are often the gatekeepers and
cooperation from school administration to develop HKZ in the
surrounding neighborhood is
paramount to the implementation process. It is best to have
clear “asks” of the principal
before approaching him/her.
Their role in supporting the
HKZ should be clearly defined.
Principals should not be expected to be the leader of an HKZ
implementation effort, or be
burdened with additional work
on the project, unless they initiated the idea/process
themselves.

Adoption (Agencies)
Developing strong relationships
with public agencies prior to
asking for HKZ adoption can
facilitate the HKZ adoption
process. The target public agencies should be familiar with
the work of the leading group,
whether it is a coalition or community-based organization. Another way to develop rapport
with the agencies is to support
the public agency in executing
some of their objectives wherever priorities align
with the leading
group. This
relationship
also includes
monitoring
potential
adoption
and
implementation
opportunities
sponsored by
local agencies.
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Table 4.1

Healthy Kids Zone Policy Implementation
Implementation Pathway

Related
Agencies

Additional
Consideration

The first ever Health and Wellness Element
of the City of Los Angeles General Plan
prioritizes health in the city’s future growth
and development, impacting policies and
programs of all city agencies

The Plan for Healthy Los Angeles
Implementation Programs lists actions,
procedures, programs, and techniques
to carry out the Plan goals and policies.
Decisions to implement specific programs
are governed by program cost, available
funding, staffing, feasibility and similar
considerations. The Plan has been approved by the City Planning Commission
and is pending approval from the Mayor’s Office and City Council

All city
agencies,
DPH, CPC,
City Council,
Mayor’s Office

In the current (Aug
2014) draft of the Plan,
there is a Policy and
Implementation Program
for Healthy Kids Zone
priority and application

Citywide

The updated Mobility (Transportation)
Element of the City of Los Angeles General
Plan is the first to prioritize sustainable,
multi-modal transportation options, policies
and infrastructure.

Mobility Plan 2035 highlights goals and
policies that support safe, comfortable
travel opportunities for vulnerable road
users, particularly pedestrians and students. Safe Routes to School priorities
also highlight the need for improvements
to encourage students to walk and bike
to school.

All city
agencies,
SCAG, CPC,
City Council,
Mayor’s Office

Citywide

The Mayor’s Office seeks to create a more
sustainable and livable city by: improving
land use planning to promote neighborhood
quality of life; conserving energy and water;
mitigating and adapting to climate change;
building transit options for an accessible
future; promoting affordability and environmental justice; and restoring and reinventing
the LA River.

The Sustainable City plan is currently
being developed with public input from
communities across the city, focusing on
three “challenge areas”--climate change
and resource management, access and
economic development, and equity and
public health.

All city
agencies,
DWP, Mayor’s
Office

Citywide

The Mayor’s Office Great Streets Initiative
identifies underutilized segments of Los
Angeles streets in each Council District that
can be revitalized with new public spaces,
economic development increased public
safety, and enhanced local culture.

The Mayor’s Office and respective Council
Districts are currently engaging community stakeholders to determine what Mayor’s Office,
neighborhoods envision for streetscape
City Council
improvements that align with the surrounding local heritage.

LAUSD Wide
(Includes city
of Los Angeles and 31
Blueprint for other smaller
Wellness
municipalities
including portions of unincorporated LA
County)

The Los Angeles Unified School District developed the Blueprint for Wellness policy to
expand on current District wellness policies
and serves as a guide to assist schools and
the District in implementing a comprehensive
wellness plan for students, families, and
staff, focusing on Nutrition, Physical Education, Health Education, Health Services and
Safe Environment.

LAUSD staff has gathered feedback from
school communities and health advocacy
organizations to incorporate updates into
the Blueprint for Wellness

LAUSD

ReCode LA

The Los Angeles Department of City Planning
is coordinating a comprehensive revision of
LA’s zoning code, which was last updated
in 1946. DCP plans to create a new Webbased Zoning Code, a Zoning Guide, and
Unified Downtown Development Code.

Drafts of Downtown Zoning Code and
Web-based Code are expected in 2015
with the final revised Citywide Zoning
Code adopted in 2017.

DCP

Policy

Policy
Level

Plan for a
Healthy Los Citywide
Angeles

Mobility
Plan 2035

Sustainable
City pLAn

Great
Streets
Initiative

Citywide
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Policy Description

Potential for Healthy
Kids Zone concept to
be adopted into Safe
Environment section

Table 4.2

Healthy Kids Zones Vehicles for Implementation
Policy

Policy
Level

Policy Description

Implementation Tools

Relevant
Agencies

Additional
Consideration

Environmental Impact Reports
(EIRs): are reports to inform the public
and public agency decision-makers of
significant environmental effects of
proposed projects.

New
Community
Plans

Community
Level

Community Plans guide the physical
development of neighborhoods by
establishing the goals and policies for
land use. The land use element is one
of the state-required elements of a
City’s General Plan and is required to
be updated intermittently. There are
a total of 35 Community plans in Los
Angeles; each one provides the specific,
neighborhood-level detail, relevant
policies, and implementation strategies
to achieve General Plan Objectives.

Community Plan Implementation
Overlays: a tool used to help

implement the community plan that
allows for policies and regulations
that are specifically tailored for
individual neighborhoods to ensure
that development improves the unique
architectural, environmental, and
cultural qualities of each area within the
community plan

Specific Plan: is a specific set of

Department of
City Planning

In the City of Los
Angeles, Hollywood,
West Adams-Baldwin
Hills-Leimert Park, and
San Pedro Community
Plans are currently in
the adoption phase.
South Los Angeles,
Southeast Los Angeles,
and Boyle Heights are
active plans in review

development standards that apply to a
particular geographic area. These plans
give cities and developers the flexibility
to create zoning standards appropriate to
project sites.
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Table 4.2 Healthy Kids Zones Vehicles for Implementation (continued)

Policy

Policy
Level

Policy Description

Implementation Tools

Relevant
Agencies

Additional
Consideration

The required seven General Plan
elements include:: (1) Land Use
Element: functions as a guide to
planners, the general public, and
decision-makers as to the ultimate
pattern of development for a city or
county to build-out
(2) Circulation Element: is a
transportation and infrastructure plan
addressing the circulation of people,
goods, energy, water, sewage, storm
drainage, and communications

General Plan

City Level

A General Plan (GP) is a comprehensive
document made up of 7 required
elements that guides the short and long
term growth and land development
of communities. This document is the
official city or county policy regarding
the location of housing, business,
industry, roads, parks, and other land
uses, protection of the public from noise
and other environmental hazards, and
conservation of natural resources.

(3) Housing Element: requires local
governments to adequately plan to meet
their existing and projected housing
needs including their share of the
regional housing need.
(4) Conservation Element: provides
direction regarding conversation,
development, and utilization of natural
resources
(5) Open Space Element: Guides
the comprehensive and long-range
preservation and conservation of open
space land
(6) Noise Element: goal is to limit the
exposure of the community to excessive
noise levels
(7) Safety Element: goal is to reduce
the potential risk of death, injuries,
property damage, and economic and
social dislocation resulting from fires,
floods, earthquakes, landslides, and
other hazards.

Optional Elements: (1) Air Quality;

(2) Capital Improvements/Public
Facilities; (3) Community Design; (4)
Economic/Fiscal Development; (5)
Energy; (6) Flood Management; (7)
Geothermal; (8)Parks and Recreation;
(9) Water
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The City of Los Angeles
is in the process of
adopting The Plan
for a Healthy LA, the
Health and Wellness
Chapter, of its General
Department of
Plan. The document
City Planning,
will help create
All city agencies, healthier communities
relevant state
by providing high-level
agencies
policy vision, along with
measurable objectives
and implementation
programs, to elevate
health as a priority for
the City’s future growth
and development.

Table 4.2 Healthy Kids Zones Vehicles for Implementation (continued)

Policy

Ordinance(s)

State Assembly
and Senate
Bills

Policy
Level

City Wide

State Level

Policy Description

Implementation Tools

An ordinance is a piece of legislation
enacted by a municipal authority to
establish or amend laws related to
municipal regulation

Cities and counties often adopt ordinances to protect the general health, safety,
and welfare of their inhabitants. Local
ordinances may also be adopted in response to state requirements. Examples
include: Local Coastal Programs (California Coastal Act); surface mining regulations (Surface Mining among others.
These regulations are generally based on
the applicable state law and are implemented through zoning ordinances, and
the local subdivision ordinances in the
municipal and administrative code. The
popularly elected city council is responsible for enacting ordinances

A bill is a proposal to change, repeal,
or add to existing state law. A bill can
be introduced in the State Assembly or
Senate

Bills that pass the legislature and
approved by the Governor are assigned
a chapter number by the Secretary
of State. These chaptered bills are
statutes, and typically become part of
the California Codes. Ordinarily a law
passed during a regular session takes
effect January 1 of the following year.
A few statutes go into effect as soon as
the governor signs them; these include
acts calling for elections and urgency
measures necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health,
or safety

Relevant
Agencies

Additional
Consideration

City Attorney’s
Office |City
Planning
Departments
| Relevant
Municipal
Agencies

The City Charter,
Municipal Code,
Administrative Code,
and Ordinances are
available on the City
Clerk’s website or the
City Clerk’s Ordinance
Search system

State Assembly|
State Senate
| Legislative
Committees |
Office of the
Governor

This Public Access guide
is designed to assist
the general public in
obtaining legislative
information from the
Public Access computer
over the Internet. The
guide also provides the
following appendices:
Overview of the
Legislative Process,
Glossary of Legislative
Terms, and Glossary of
Internet Terms

The Local School Wellness Policy

Local School
Wellness Policy

District Level

requirement was established by the Child
Nutrition and WIC Reauthorization Act of
2004, and further strengthened by the
A local school wellness policy is a written Healthy, Hunger-Free Kids Act of 2010.
document of official policies that guide a It requires each local LEA participating
local educational agency (LEA) or school in the National School Lunch Program
district’s efforts to establish a school
and/or School Breakfast Program to
environment that promotes students’
develop a local school wellness policy
health, well-being, and ability to learn by that promotes the health of students
supporting healthy eating and physical
and addresses the growing problem of
activity
childhood obesity. The responsibility
for developing a local school wellness
policy is placed at the local level so the
unique needs of each school under the
jurisdiction of the LEA can be addressed

United States
Department
of Agriculture
(USDA) | Los
Angeles Unified
School District
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Table 4.2 Healthy Kids Zones Vehicles for Implementation (continued)

Policy

Policy
Level

Policy Description

Implementation Tools

Relevant
Agencies

Additional
Consideration

Public Hearings: A public hearing

Motion/
Resolution

Municipal
Level

Comprehensive
Policy and
Planning
Documents
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A city motion/resolution is a type of
Council Action taken by local elected
representatives to move a piece of
legislation forward and to get the
required relevant city departments
to assess the feasibility of enacting
or changing an ordinance and/
or administrative change.. A motion
constitutes a formal procedure for taking
actions.

Comprehensive policy and planning
documents are used to guide strategic
planning and implementation of policy
adoption. These documents support
the allocation of resources to realize
long term goals and catalyze change.
Examples of these comprehensive
documents include Complete Streets
Act of 2008 (AB 1358), which
requires cities and counties, when
updating the part of a local general
plan that addresses roadways and
traffic flows, to ensure that those plans
account for the needs of all roadway
users. Other such documents include:
Regional Transportation Plan and
Sustainable Communities Strategy
aimed at promoting heathy communities
by guiding long term vision for
infrastructure, growth, and community/
city health.

offers interested stakeholders a formal
opportunity to give public input to the
issues being discussed in hearings. Public City Council
input can be given by public testimony,
Members
letters of support, or petition
| Board of
Supervisors | Los
Initiated Referendum: The powers
Angeles Unified
of initiative and referendum are means
by which citizens can impact legislation School District
Board | Relevant
directly. Initiative is the power of the
public to initiate ordinances by petition. City Agencies
as directed by
Referendum is the means by which the
motion
public can have enacted ordinances
referred to them for review. These
procedures are controlled by the City
Charter.

Motions and resolutions
can be introduced by
local representatives.
In Los Angeles, City
Council Members,
Board of Supervisors,
and governing boards
can engage these
formal procedures
to begin legislative
proceedings

A number of analytical tools
and techniques exist to support
comprehensive planning and
implementation, including:

Scenario Planning: also called scenario
thinking is a strategic planning method
that agencies use to make flexible longterm plans.

Strengths Weaknesses
Opportunities and Threats (SWOT)
Analysis: is a technique that can be
used to assesses internal strengths and
weaknesses relative to the external
opportunities and threats

Modeling and Forecasting: is a

strategy that agencies use to model
scenarios to anticipate future growth
and opportunities for transportation,
economic development, and population
growth among other things.

Relevant City,
Regional, and
State Agencies

Comprehensive
Policy and Planning
documents range in
scope and often involve
a variety of issues

Table 4.2 Healthy Kids Zones Vehicles for Implementation (continued)

Policy

Funding Plans/
Opportunities

Policy
Level

Policy Description

Funding plans and funding opportunities
arise to fund and support policy
adoption/implementation. These funding
plans can be specific to an agency or can
encompass a wide array of organizations
that share funding opportunities across
local, regional, and state agencies.
Example of this is Measure R in Los
Angeles, which initiated a half-cent
sales tax for Los Angeles County to
finance new transportation projects
and programs, and accelerate those
already in the pipeline Funding plans/
opportunities are useful when agencies
determine promising projects that are
in the pipeline and projects that can
be considered when additional funding
becomes available.

Implementation Tools

Relevant
Agencies

Los Angeles Examples
of Funding Plans/
Opportunities:

Ballot Measures: is a proposed

piece of legislation that eligible voters
approve or reject. Ballot measures can
be initiated by citizens or organizations.
A predetermined number of signatures
are needed to qualify a measure on the
ballot. Measures can also be initiated
by popular referendum, which requires
a predetermined number of signatures
to examine and repeal a specific act
of legislation. Lastly, measures can be
initiated by legislative referrals which
then go to a popular vote.
Any new taxes proposed in the State
of California must be approved by 2/3
majority vote.

Additional
Consideration

Metro Long-Range
Transportation Plan
(adopted 2010 but due
for a renewal soon)
Relevant City,
Regional, and
State Agencies

Metro Short-Range
Transportation Plan
(adopted July 2014)
Active Transportation
Program (statewide):
Majority of statewide
funding for bike/walk
Measure R2 (2016 LA
county sales tax ballot
measure)
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Table 4.2 Healthy Kids Zones Vehicles for Implementation (continued)

Policy

Policy
Level

Policy Description

Implementation Tools

Relevant
Agencies

Additional
Consideration

Introduction and Referral: An
The work of Congress is initiated by the
introduction of a proposal in one of four
principal forms: a bill, a joint resolution,
concurrent resolution, or a simple
resolution
Bills: A bill is the form used for most
legislation, whether permanent or
temporary, general or special, public
or private. Bills are presented to the
President for action when approved in
identical form by both the House of
Representatives and the Senate.

Congressional
Action

important phase of the legislative process
is assigning a bill into committees to take
action. It is during committee action that
the most intense consideration is given
to the proposed measures; this is also
the time when the people are given the
opportunity to be heard. Each piece of
legislation is referred to the committee
that has jurisdiction over the area
affected by the measure.

In Committee: After hearings are com-

pleted, the bill is considered in a session
that is popularly known as the “markup” session. Members of the committee
Joint Resolutions: Joint resolutions
study the viewpoints presented in detail.
may originate either in the House of
Amendments may be offered to the bill,
Representatives or in the Senate. There and the committee members vote to acis little practical difference between a bill cept or reject these changes. This process
and a joint resolution. Both are subject
can take place at either the subcommitto the same procedure, except for a joint tee level or the full committee level, or
resolution proposing an amendment to
at both. Hearings and markup sessions
the Constitution. On approval of such
are status steps noted in the Legislative
Congress
a resolution by two-thirds of both the
Action portion of Bill Status.
Federal Level House and Senate, it is sent directly to
|President of the
House Floor/ Senate: After a measure United States
the Administrator of General Services
passes in the House, it goes to the
for submission to the individual states
for ratification. It is not presented to the Senate for consideration. A bill must pass
both bodies in the same form before it
President for approval.
can be presented to the President for
Concurrent Resolutions: Matters affecting signature into law
the operations of both the House of
Representatives and Senate are usually Resolving Difference: Often a
initiated by means of concurrent
conference committee will be appointed
resolutions. On approval by both the
with both House and Senate members
House of Representatives and Senate,
if amendments are made to a bill.
they are signed by the Clerk of the
This group will resolve the differences
House and the Secretary of the Senate. in committee and report the identical
They are not presented to the President measure back to both bodies for a vote.
for action.
Conference committees also issue reports
outlining the final version of the bill.
Simple Resolutions: A matter concerning
the operation of either the House of
President Consideration: After a
Representatives or Senate alone is
measure has been passed in identical
initiated by a simple resolution. They are form by both the House and Senate, it
not presented to the President for action. is considered “enrolled”. It is sent to the
President who may sign the measure into
law, veto it and return it to Congress, let
it become law without signature, or at
the end of a session, pocket-veto it.
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Congress divides its
work among over two
hundred committees,
each of which issues
regular reports on its
activities
Reports can be
searched by word/
phrase, report number
or bill number.
Searches of Committee
Reports can be limited
by one or more
committees (House,
Senate or Joint) and
the date that the report
was made available
online here
The Congressional
Record is the official
record of the proceedings and debates of
the U.S. Congress. The
Congressional Record
is, to a large extent, a
verbatim account of the
floor proceedings of the
House and Senate

Table 4.2 Healthy Kids Zones Vehicles for Implementation (continued)

Policy

Executive Order

Policy
Level

Policy Description

Executive Orders (EO’s) are legally
binding orders given by the President,
acting as the Head of the Executive
to Federal Administrative
Federal Level Branch,
Agencies. Eos are generally used to direct
agencies and officials in their execution
of congressionally established laws or
policies

Implementation Tools
A Presidential Determination is a
document issued by the White House
stating a determination resulting in an
official policy or position of the executive
branch of the United States government.
Presidential determinations may involve
any number of actions, including setting
or changing foreign policy, setting drug
enforcement policy, or any number of
other exercises of executive power.

Relevant
Agencies

Additional
Consideration

For a list of presidential
executive orders please
visit the American
Presidency Project
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

SCHOOLS HAVE
PROMISING
POTENTIAL TO
BE CENTERS
OF WELLNESS
WITHIN
RESOURCE-POOR
COMMUNITIES.

A Healthy Kids Zone (HKZ) serves as an intersection of
resources across sectors that shape the health of a community.
It brings together traditional and non-traditional stakeholders
to improve the resource environment where students and the
surrounding community can thrive. With a frame of both policy
and community/grass-roots implementation, the HKZ Model is
supported by higher-level and broad-reaching policies as well as
being grounded in the school community where it is applied.
Schools that are appropriate for HKZs should be identified and
targeted based on parameters that assess the needs of the school.
The School Selection Criteria provided in this report is a helpful
tool to guide this task. It not only will establish the need for an
HKZ at a school, but also help prioritize the health improvement
categories to focus on and related policies and programs to shape
the HKZ. The policies and programs provided in this report are
only a snapshot of the possibilities that can be used to create
an HKZ that addresses the needs of the school community. The
policies and programs that are selected should be a reflection
of the community’s priorities. Not all will be applicable or
necessary for every HKZ. The adaptability and flexibility of the
HKZ concept makes it a scalable model for place-based health
improvement. Since the model takes a multi-sectoral approach to
improving health-promoting resources, there are many vehicles of
implementation available to concretize an HKZ. Most likely many
implementation levers will be required to cover the spectrum of
health improvement categories in an HKZ. Involving non-traditional
actors in a health improvement strategy such as HKZ will require
innovative approaches to advocacy to garner participation and
consensus around the concept.
The HKZ Model is relevant across the United States, not just in
dense, diverse, and urban areas such as South Los Angeles. Many
areas face similar financial, environmental, and structural challenges to the equitable attainment of health. Since every school community possesses its own unique context and challenges, the HKZ
Model is designed to be prescriptive enough to guide communities
seeking to improve their health using a place-based approach, yet
flexible enough to be adapted to a range of communities.
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Chapter 6

Appendices

APPENDIX 1

Glossary of Terms
These are some commonly used planning terms.

Board of Supervisors: A county’s legislative body. Board members are elected by popular vote and
are responsible for enacting ordinances, imposing taxes, making appropriations, and establishing
county policy. The board adopts the general plan, zoning, and subdivision regulations.

The “Brown Act”: The Ralph M. Brown Open Meeting Act (commencing with Government Code

Section 54950) requires cities and counties to provide advance public notice of hearings and
meetings of their councils, boards, and other bodies. Meetings and hearings with some exceptions
must be open to the public.

Bulb-out: Curb extensions at midblock or intersection corners that narrow a street by extending the
sidewalk or widening the planting strip.

CEQA: The California Environmental Quality Act (commencing with Public Resources Code Section

21000). In general, CEQA requires that all private and public projects be reviewed prior to approval
for their potential adverse effects upon the environment.

Charter City: A city which has been incorporated under its own charter rather than under the

general laws of the state. Charter cities have broader powers to enact land use regulations than do
general law cities. All of California’s largest cities are charter cities.

City Council: A city’s legislative body. The popularly elected city council is responsible for enacting
ordinances, imposing taxes, making appropriations, establishing policy, and hiring some city
officials. The council adopts the local general plan, zoning, and subdivision ordinance.

COG: Council of Governments. There are 25 COGs in California made up of elected officials from
member cities and counties. COGs are regional agencies concerned primarily with transportation
planning and housing; they do not directly regulate land use.

Community Plan: A portion of the local general plan that focuses on a particular area or community
within the city or county. Community plans supplement the policies of the general plan.

Complete Streets: Streets and sidewalks designed and operated to enable safe access and travel for

all users. Pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists, transit users, and travelers of all ages and abilities are able
to move along the street network safely.

Conditional Use Permit: Pursuant to the zoning ordinance, a conditional use permit (CUP) may
authorize uses not routinely allowed on a particular site. CUPs require a public hearing and if
approval is granted, are usually subject to the fulfillment of certain conditions by the developer.
Approval of a CUP is not a change in zoning.
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Density Bonus: An increase in the allowable number of dwelling units granted by the city or county

in return for the project’s providing low- or moderate-income housing (see Government Code Section
65915).

Design Review Committee: A group appointed by the city council to consider the design and
aesthetics of development within design review zoning districts.

Development Fees: Fees charged to developers or builders as a prerequisite to construction or

development approval. The most common are: (1) impact fees (such as parkland acquisition fees,
school facilities fees, or street construction fees) related to funding public improvements which are
necessitated in part or in whole by the development; (2) connection fees (such as water line fees)
to cover the cost of installing public services to the development; (3) permit fees (such as building
permits, grading permits, sign permits) for the administrative costs of processing development plans;
and, (4) application fees (rezoning, CUP, variance, etc.) for the administrative costs of reviewing and
hearing development proposals.

Downzone: This term refers to the rezoning of land to a more restrictive or less intensive zone (for

example, from multi-family residential to single-family residential or from residential to agricultural).

EIR: Environmental Impact Report. An EIR is a detailed review of a proposed project, its potential
adverse impacts upon the environment, measures that may avoid or reduce those impacts, and
alternatives to the project.

Final Map Subdivision: Final map subdivisions (also called tract maps or major subdivisions) are

land divisions which create five or more lots. They must be consistent with the general plan and are
generally subject to stricter requirements than parcel maps. Such requirements may include installing
road improvements, the construction of drainage and sewer facilities, parkland dedications, and
more.

Floor Area Ratio: Abbreviated as FAR, this is a measure of development intensity. FAR is the ratio

of the amount of floor area of a building to the amount of area of its site. For instance, a one-story
building that covers an entire lot has an FAR of 1. Similarly, a one-story building that covers 1/2 of a
lot has an FAR of 0.5.

General Law City: A city incorporated under and administered in accordance with the general laws
of the state.

General Plan: A statement of policies, including text and diagrams setting forth objectives,

principles, standards, and plan proposals, for the future physical development of the city or county
(see Government Code Sections 65300 et seq.).

“Granny” Housing: Typically, this refers to a second dwelling attached to or separate from the main
residence that houses one or more elderly persons. California Government Code 65852.1 enables
cities and counties to approve such units in single-family neighborhoods.

Impact Fees: See Development Fees.
Infrastructure: A general term describing public and quasi-public utilities and facilities such as roads,
bridges, sewers and sewer plants, water lines, power lines, fire stations, etc.
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Initial Study: Pursuant to CEQA, an analysis of a project’s potential environmental effects and

their relative significance. An initial study is preliminary to deciding whether to prepare a negative
declaration or an EIR.

Initiative: A legislative measure which has been placed on the election ballot as a result of voter

signatures. At the local level, initiatives usually propose changes or additions to the general plan and
zoning ordinance. The right to initiative is guaranteed by the California Constitution.

LAFCO: Local Agency Formation Commission. The Cortese-Knox Act (commencing with Government
Code Section 56000) establishes a LAFCO made up of elected officials of the county, cities, and,
in some cases, special districts in each county. The 57 LAFCOs establish spheres of influence for all
the cities and special districts within the county. They also consider incorporation and annexation
proposals.

Mitigation Measure: The California Environmental Quality Act requires that when an adverse

environmental impact or potential impact is identified, measures must be proposed that will eliminate,
avoid, rectify, compensate for or reduce those environmental effects.

Negative Declaration: When a project is not exempt from CEQA and will not have a significant

adverse effect upon the environment a negative declaration must be prepared. The negative
declaration is an informational document that describes the reasons why the project will not have a
significant effect and proposes measures to completely mitigate or avoid any possible effects.

Overlay Zone: A set of zoning requirements that is superimposed upon a base zone. Overlay zones
are generally used when a particular area requires special protection (as in a historic preservation
district) or has a special problem (such as steep slopes, flooding or earthquake faults). Development
of land subject to overlay zoning requires compliance with the regulations of both the base and
overlay zones.

Parcel Map: A minor subdivision resulting in fewer than five lots. The city or county may approve a
parcel map when it meets the requirements of the general plan and all applicable ordinances. The
regulations governing the filing and processing of parcel maps are found in the state Subdivision
Map Act and the local subdivision ordinance.

Planned Unit Development (PUD): Land use zoning that allows the adoption of a set of

development standards specific to the particular project being proposed. PUD zones usually do not
contain detailed development standards; these are established during the process of considering the
proposals and adopted by ordinance if the project is approved.

Planning Commission: A group of residents appointed by the city council or board of supervisors to

consider land use planning matters. The commission’s duties and powers are established by the local
legislative body and might include hearing proposals to amend the general plan or rezone land,
initiating planning studies (road alignments, identification of seismic hazards, etc.), and taking action
on proposed subdivisions.

Referendum: A ballot measure challenging a legislative action by the city council or county board

of supervisors. When sufficient voter signatures are filed before the council or board action becomes
final, the council or board must either set aside its action or call an election on the matter. Use
permits, variances, and subdivisions cannot be challenged by referendum.
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Road Diets: A road diet is the conversion of a wide street to a narrower one, such as the conversion
of a four-lane undivided thoroughfare into a three-lane street composed of two travel lanes and a
two-way left-turn lane (also called a “4-to-3 conversion”). This conversion provides additional space
to accommodate other desirable features such as bike lanes, wider street-sides, pedestrian refuge,
landscaping, or on-street parking.

School Impact Fees: Proposition 13 put a limit on property taxes and thereby limited the main source
of funding for new school facilities. California law allows school districts to impose fees on new
developments to offset their impacts on area schools.

Setback: A minimum distance required by zoning to be maintained between two structures or
between a structure and property lines.

Specific Plan: A plan addressing land use distribution, open space availability, infrastructure, and

infrastructure financing for a portion of the community. Specific plans put the provisions of the local
general plan into action (see Government Code Sections 65450 et seq.).

Tentative Map: The map or drawing illustrating a subdivision proposal. The city or county will

approve or deny the proposed subdivision based upon the design depicted by the tentative map.
A subdivision is not complete until the conditions of approval imposed upon the tentative map have
been satisfied and a final map has been certified by the city or county and recorded with the county
recorder.

Tract Map: See final map subdivision.
Traffic Calming: Combination of mainly physical measures that reduce the negative effects of motor

vehicle use, alter driver behavior and improve conditions for non-motorized street users. Goals
include creating safe and attractive streets; helping to reduce the negative effects of motor vehicles on
the environment (e.g., pollution, sprawl); and promoting pedestrian, cycle and transit use.

Variance: A limited waiver from the property development standards of the zoning ordinance.

Variance requests are subject to public hearing, usually before a zoning administrator or board of
zoning adjustment. Variances do not allow a change in land use.

Zoning: Local codes regulating the use and development of property. The zoning ordinance divides

the city or county into land use districts or “zones”, represented on zoning maps, and specifies the
allowable uses within each of those zones. It establishes development standards for each zone, such
as minimum lot size, maximum height of structures, building setbacks, and yard size.

Zoning Adjustment Board: A group appointed by the local legislative body to consider minor

zoning adjustments such as conditional use permits and variances. It is empowered to conduct public
hearings and to impose conditions of approval. Its decisions may be appealed to the local legislative
body.

Zoning Administrator: A planning department staff member responsible for hearing minor zoning

permits. Typically, the zoning administrator considers variances and conditional use permits and
may interpret the provisions of the zoning ordinance when questions arise. His/her decision may be
appealed to the local legislative body.
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APPENDIX 2

Healthy Kids Zone Policy Scan
N = Nutrition, OS = Physical Activity – Open Space, M = Physical Activity – Mobility,
EH = Environmental Health, S = Safety, HS = Health Services

Policy
Ref.

Policy Name

N-1

West Adams
CPIO grocery
incentives

N-2

Healthy Neighborhood Market Network

N-3

N-4

General
Issue

Policy Summary

Nutrition

Reduced parking requirements
by 25% for full-service grocery
stores within West Adams community plan area. Exemptions
from alcohol-density limitations
for grocery stores and corner
stores with minimum healthy
retail floor space.

Nutrition

Support the conversion of
unhealthy convenience stores to
healthy neighborhood markets.

Impacted
Population

Residents

City of Los
Angeles
City Planning
Department

Residents

Food Policy
Council

South Los Angeles Fast Food Nutrition
General Plan
Amendment

Prohibits new or expanded
stand-alone fast food restaurants Residents
within ½-mile of existing fast
food restaurants.

City of Los
Angeles

New York City

Special permits for food carts
that sell exclusively raw fruit and Residents
vegetables in underdeveloped
food resource environments.

New York City

Green Carts
program

Nutrition

N-5

Model language for school district policy restricting unhealthy
food and beverage marketing.

N-6

Fresh School
Produce Markets

CSA partnership operates weekly School age
produce markets with EBT acchildren and
cess at schools.
families

LAUSD Good
Food Procurement policy

Nutrition

Nutrition

Emphasizes local food sourcing,
environmental sustainability, fair
labor standards, animal welfare
and nutrition when negotiating
vendor contracts.

Status as of
2015

Policy
Level

City Planning
Department

Health Department

School popu- School districts
lation
Oakland
Unified School
District

Angeles
School popu- Los
Unified
School
lation
District

Link

Local

https://docs.google.
com/file/d/0B8JtTv
9xHoq8em
5fRGduZVZ1T00/edit

Recommended

Local

http://goodfoodla.
org/wp-content/
uploads/2013/06/
Creating-Healthy-CornerStores-Issue-Briefer.pdf

Adopted
(2010)

Local

http://zimas.lacity.org/
documents/zoneinfo/
ZI2412.pdf

Implemented
(2008)

Local

http://www.nyc.gov/
html/doh/html/living/
greencarts.shtml

Recommended

Local

http://
changelabsolutions.
org/publications/foodmarketing-schools

Implemented
(2009)

Local

http://www.ousd.k12.
ca.us/Page/946

Local

http://achieve.lausd.
net/site/default.aspx?P
ageType=3&ModuleInst
anceID=12653&ViewID
=7b97f7ed-8e5e-4120848f-a8b4987d588f&R
enderLoc=0&FlexDataID
=18869&PageID=4248

Proposed
(2012)

Los Angeles

Campus-based
Food Marketing Nutrition
Limitations

N-7

Responsible
Agency

Adopted
(2012)
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Appendix 2 Healthy Kids Zone Policy Scan (continued)

Policy
Ref.

Policy Name

General
Issue

Policy Summary

Impacted
Population

Nutrition

Utilizes USDA grant funding to
enhance purchasing power of
nutrition benefits recipients by
matching expenditures at farmers markets.

Nutrition

Interagency collaboration supporting operation of garden plots City resithat provide organic produce to dents
local food banks.

N-10

Farm-to-School
programs

N-11

Implement
“community
eligibility”
option

N-8

Market Match
program

N-9

P-Patch Community Garden
program

N-12

Healthy Retailer Incentives

Responsible
Agency

EBT recipient Ecology Center
households

Status as of
2015

Policy
Level

Implemented
(2009)

State

http://marketmatch.
org/

Implemented
(1992)

Local

http://www.seattle.
gov/neighborhoods/
ppatch/

Nutrition

Establish interactive programs
that connect students to farmers School popu- School districts
through field trips and classroom lation
programming.

Recommended

Local

Nutrition

Allows schools in high-poverty
School age
areas to offer nutritious meals to children and
all students at no charge.
families

School districts

Recommended

Local

Nutrition

Provide regulatory incentives
(e.g. zone exemptions, permit
expediting, fee waivers) for
food outlets that participate
in Healthy Retailer recognition
programs.

Residents
and businesses

Planning departments

Nutrition

Limit the sale of fruit-flavored
and bubbly alcoholic beverages
within ½-mile of schools. Expand enforcement measures of
alcohol sales to minors.

School age
children and
families

City of Seattle
Neighborhoods
Department

Planning departments

Recommended

Local

Recommended

Local

Recommended

Local

N-13

Alcopop retail
restrictions

N-14

Enhance school Nutrition
drinking water

Improve water infrastructure on
school campuses and incorporate School popu- School districts
social media promoting drinking lation
water.

N-15

Support market Nutrition
gardening

Allow on-site produce sales at
community gardens.

Families and Finance buneighborreaus
hoods

Recommended

Local

N-16

Urban Agriculture tax
abatements

Offer property tax abatements
for vacant land that is leased to
CBO that operate community
gardens.

Families and
neighborTax assessor
hoods

Recommended

Local
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Link

Nutrition

Code enforcement bureaus

http://www.cdph.
ca.gov/programs/cpns/
Pages/RetailProgram.
aspx

Appendix 2 Healthy Kids Zone Policy Scan (continued)

Policy
Ref.

Policy Name

General
Issue

Policy Summary

Impacted
Population

OS-1

Los Angeles
Park users
General Plan,
safe
Framework Ele- are
and
secure
ment, Ch. 6

Seek to ensure that the users of
the City’s open space system are Park users
safe and secure. (P2)

OS-2

Los Angeles
General Plan,
Visible
Framework Ele- open space
ment, Ch. 6

Utilize development standards to
promote development of public
open space that is visible, there- City of LA
by helping to keep such spaces
and facilities as safe as possible.
(P18, P24,P25)

OS-3

Los Angeles
General Plan,
Framework Element, Ch. 6

Open
space
ensures
community
stability

Ensure that the City’s open
spaces contribute positively to
the stability and identity of the City of LA
communities and neighborhoods
in which they are located or
through which they pass.

OS-4

Encourage and seek to provide
Los Angeles
Distribution
for usable open space and
General Plan,
of
open
recreational facilities that are
Framework Ele- space
distributed throughout the City.
ment, Ch. 6
(P2, P14)

OS-5

Los Angeles
Address
General Plan,
defiFramework Ele- park
ciencies
ment, Ch. 6

OS-6

City of LA Public Recreation
Plan, Section
1, Program 5

OS-7

City of LA Public Recreation
Plan, Section
1, Program 4

Encourage increases in parks
and other open space lands
where deficiencies exist, such
as South East and South Central
Los Angeles and neighborhoods
developed prior to the adoption
of the State Quimby Act in
1965 (As amended in 1972).
(P1, P2, P54)

Acquiring
or acquire unused or
unused or Lease
abandoned
properties suitable
abandoned for recreational
purposes.
properties

Donation
of parks

Establish policies to facilitate
donation of parks to the City.

City of LA

City of LA

City of LA

City of LA

Responsible
Agency

Status as of
2015

Policy
Level

Link

DCP

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Target
Area

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

DCP

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Target
Area

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

DCP

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Target
Area

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

DCP

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Target
Area

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

DCP

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Target
Area

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

DCP

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Target
Area

City of
LA

http://cityplanning.
lacity.org/
Code_Studies/
GeneralElement/
PublicRecreationPlan.pdf

DCP

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Target
Area

City of
LA

http://cityplanning.
lacity.org/
Code_Studies/
GeneralElement/
PublicRecreationPlan.pdf
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Appendix 2 Healthy Kids Zone Policy Scan (continued)

Policy
Ref.

Policy Name

General
Issue

Policy Summary

OS-8

City of LA Public Recreation
Plan, Section
1, Program 3

Seek
funding for
parks

Seek federal, state, and private
funds to implement acquisition
and development of parks and
recreational facilities

OS-9

City of LA Public Recreation
Plan, Section
1, Program 1

Continue to include land acquifor park and recreational
Land Acqui- sition
purposes
as a regular item in the City of LA
sition
City’s Five Year Capital Improvement Program

City of LA PubRecreation
OS-10 lic
Plan, Section
1, Policies, 4

City of LA PubRecreation
OS-11 lic
Plan, Section
1, Policies, 3

City of LA PubRecreation
OS-12 lic
Plan, Section
1, Policies, 2

OS-13 Quimby Act
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Impacted
Population

City of LA

Priority of
new recreational
services

High priority will be given to
areas of the City which have the
fewest recreational services and City of LA
the greatest number of potential
users.

Publicly
available
lands

Recreational use should be
considered for available open
space and unused or underused City of LA
land, particularly publically
owned lands having potential for
multiple uses.

Park-poor
areas first

Park and recreation sites shall be
acquired and developed first in
those areas of the City found to City of LA
be most deficient in terms of the
recreation standards.

Impact
Levy

Provides for the dedication of
parkland, or payment of fees
in lieu of dedication of land,
as a condition of approval of
residential subdivisions, which
enables communities to create
parkland and recreational facilities to meet the needs of new
residents.

City of LA

Responsible
Agency

Status as of
2015

Policy
Level

Link

City of
LA

http://cityplanning.
lacity.org/
Code_Studies/
GeneralElement/
PublicRecreationPlan.pdf

City of
LA

http://cityplanning.
lacity.org/
Code_Studies/
GeneralElement/
PublicRecreationPlan.pdf

City of
LA

http://cityplanning.
lacity.org/
Code_Studies/
GeneralElement/
PublicRecreationPlan.pdf

City of
LA

http://cityplanning.
lacity.org/
Code_Studies/
GeneralElement/
PublicRecreationPlan.pdf

DCP

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Target
Area

City of
LA

http://cityplanning.
lacity.org/
Code_Studies/
GeneralElement/
PublicRecreationPlan.pdf

RAP, DCP, B&S

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Target
Area

City of
LA

http://www.calsj.org/
TheQuimbyAct.htm

DCP

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Target
Area

DCP

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Target
Area

DCP

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Target
Area

DCP

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Target
Area

Appendix 2 Healthy Kids Zone Policy Scan (continued)

Policy
Ref.

Policy Name

General
Issue

Policy Summary

Impacted
Population

OS-14 Finn Ordinance

Quimby
Amendment

To generate additional park
fees, the City in 1985 adopted
the “Finn Ordinance” applied
to multi-family residential developments that require (or see)
a change in zoning, as from a
commercial or industrial zone
to a residential zone, or from a
single-family to a multi-family
zone, to allow a developer to
construct a multi-family (apartment) residential structure.
This ordinance applies only to
a limited number of residential
projects: it does not affect
residential projects on land
already zoned for high density
development, or zoned in ways
that allow either residential or
non-residential use, as is today
the case of most of the City’s
commercial zones.

Los Angeles
Plan,
OS-15 General
Framework Element, Ch. 6

Local/
neighborhood components

The local/neighborhood components include pedestrian-supporting streets, open space
associated with public facilities
such as schools, small parks,
and community gardens. (P2)

Los Angeles
Plan,
OS-16 General
Framework Element, Ch. 6

Connection to
greenway
network

Encourage appropriate connections between the City’s neighborhoods and elements of the
Citywide Greenways Network.
(P2, P58, P59)

Open
space as
neighborhood
character

Consider open space as an integral ingredient of neighborhood
character, especially in targeted
growth areas, in order that
open space resources contribute City of LA
positively to the City’s neighborhoods and urban centers as
highly desirable places to live
(see Chapter 5:Urban Form and
Neighborhood Design). (P1, P2)

Los Angeles
Plan,
OS-17 General
Framework Element, Ch. 6

City of LA

City of LA

City of LA

Responsible
Agency

Status as of
2015

Policy
Level

RAP, DCP, B&S

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Target
Area

City of
LA

http://www.calsj.org/
TheQuimbyAct.htm

DCP

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Target
Area

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

DCP

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Target
Area

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

DCP

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Target
Area

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

Link
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Policy
Ref.

Policy Name

General
Issue

Policy Summary

Impacted
Population

Provide public open space in a
manner that is responsive to
the needs and wishes of the
residents of the City’s neighborhoods through the involvement
Open
of local residents in the selection
Los Angeles
space reand design of local parks. In adGeneral
Plan,
sponsive
to
to publicly-owned and opOS-18 Framework Ele- community dition
erated open space, management City of LA
ment, Ch. 6
needs and mechanisms may take the form
wishes
of locally run private/non-profit
management groups, and should
allow for the private acquisition
of land with a commitment for
maintenance and public access.
(P2, P58, P59)
Maximize
Los Angeles
use of
General
Plan,
OS-19 Framework Ele- existing
public
ment, Ch. 6
open space
resources

Maximize the use of existing
public open space resources at
the neighborhood scale and seek
new opportunities for private
City of LA
development to enhance the
open space resources of the
neighborhoods.

Encourage the development of
public plazas, forested streets,
Encourage
farmers markets, residential
Los Angeles
the
develcommons, rooftop spaces, and
Plan,
OS-20 General
opment
of
other places that function like
City of LA
Framework Ele- non-park
open
space
in
urbanized
areas
ment, Ch. 6
open space of the City with deficiencies of
natural open space, especially in
targeted growth areas
Encourage the improvement of
open space, both on public and
private property, as opportunities
Improvearise. Such places may include
Los Angeles
ment of
dedication of “unbuildable”
Plan,
open space the
OS-21 General
areas
or sites that may serve
City of LA
Framework Ele- on public
as
green
space,
or
pathways
ment, Ch. 6
and private and connections that may be
space
improved to serve as neighborhood landscape and recreation
amenities. (P2, P14, P50)
Los Angeles
Plan,
OS-22 General
Framework Ele- Joint-use
ment, Ch. 6
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Provide for the joint use of open
space with existing and future
public facilities, where feasible.

City of LA

Responsible
Agency

Status as of
2015

Policy
Level

Link

DCP

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Target
Area

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

DCP

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Target
Area

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

DCP

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Target
Area

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

DCP

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Target
Area

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

DCP

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Target
Area

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

Appendix 2 Healthy Kids Zone Policy Scan (continued)

Policy
Ref.

Policy Name

General
Issue

Los Angeles
Plan,
Joint-use
OS-23 General
Framework Ele- location
ment, Ch. 6

Policy Summary

Impacted
Population

Give priority to the development
of sites as open space for public
access that are located with or
occupied by other public facilities City of LA
such as schools, child care facilities, and libraries.

Seek opportunities to site open
space adjacent to existing public
facilities, such as schools, and
encourage the establishment of
mutually beneficial development
Los Angeles
Open-space agreements that make privatePlan,
adjacent
ly-owned open space accessible City of LA
OS-24 General
Framework Ele- to public
to the public. For example,
ment, Ch. 6
facilities
encourage the improvement of
scattered small open spaces for
public access in private projects
with small branch libraries, child
care centers, or decentralized
schools. (P2, P16)
Los Angeles
Financing
Plan,
OS-25 General
space
Framework Ele- open
acquisition
ment, Ch. 6

Establish programs for financing open space acquisition,
development and maintenance.
(P2, P14, P66)

Los Angeles
Plan,
OS-26 General
Framework Element, Ch. 6

Assessment
districts
Encourage and facilitate assessfor street
ment districts for street amenity
improveimprovements. (P2, P32).
ments

Los Angeles
Plan,
OS-27 General
Framework Element, Ch. 6

incentives
for the provisions of
publically
accessible
open space

active/
passive
Los Angeles
greenway
General
Plan,
OS-28 Framework Ele- along
fixed rails
ment, Ch. 6
transit lines
and utility
corridors

Establish incentives for the
provision of publicly accessible
open space in conjunction with
private development projects.
(P2, P14, P19, P66)

City of LA

City of LA

City of LA

Develop active and passive greenways along fixed rail transit
lines and utility corridors, as well
as for the development of open City of LA
space along rivers and principal
drainages (as depicted on the
Citywide Greenways Network
Map);

Responsible
Agency

Status as of
2015

Policy
Level

Link

DCP

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Target
Area

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

DCP

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Target
Area

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

DCP

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Target
Area

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

DCP

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Target
Area

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

DCP

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Target
Area

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

DCP

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Target
Area

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm
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Policy
Ref.

Policy Name

General
Issue

Policy Summary

Impacted
Population

Rec
facilities in
Los Angeles
multi-famiGeneral
Plan,
OS-29 Framework Ele- lytialresidenand
ment, Ch. 6
mixed-used
developments

Require for the inclusion of recreational facilities in multi-family City of LA
residential and mixed-use development projects

Los Angeles
Plan,
Safety of
OS-30 General
Framework Ele- parks
ment, Ch. 6

Develop procedures for improving recreational facilities to
enhance the user safety and
security of users.

City of LA

Continued use of the Quimby Act
(including the in-lieu fees and
developer contributions) during
Los Angeles
the development process as a
General
Plan,
means of parks and
OS-31 Framework Ele- Quimby Act primary
recreation acquisition. Fees other City of LA
ment, Ch. 6
than Quimby may be imposed
on commercial development
to the extent that there is an
adequate nexus.

Los Angeles
Plan,
OS-32 General
Framework Element, Ch. 6

Los Angeles
Plan,
OS-33 General
Framework Element, Ch. 6
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Flexible
and
alternative
incentives

Flexible and alternative incentives for developers and other
private property owners, such
as restructuring dedication and
exaction fees and requirements
that facilitate the provision of
private land for public use.

Revenue-generating rec
facilities

Permit the incorporation of
revenue-generating recreation
facilities into communities,
where such uses are feasible
and where levying fees would
not place an undue hardship on
the users.

City of LA

City of LA

Responsible
Agency

Status as of
2015

Policy
Level

Link

DCP

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Target
Area

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

DCP

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Target
Area

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

DCP

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Target
Area

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

DCP

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Target
Area

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

DCP

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Target
Area

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

Appendix 2 Healthy Kids Zone Policy Scan (continued)

Policy
Ref.

Policy Name

General
Issue

Policy Summary

Impacted
Population

Los Angeles
Private
Plan,
OS-34 General
Framework Ele- Property
Incentives
ment, Ch. 6

Offer developers and other
private property owners flexible,
alternative incentives to provide
private land for public use,
where permitted by law. The
incentives include, but are not
limited to: (1) Tax benefits
for the gift of land to the City;
City of LA
(2) Transfers of development
rights;(3) Restructuring of
dedication and exaction fees and
requirements; and(4) Giving
credit for the provision of private
landscaped plazas and other
open spaces that are readily
accessible to the public.

Los Angeles
Open
Plan,
OS-35 General
conFramework Ele- Space
nection
ment, Ch. 6

Maximize the use of the City’s
existing open space network and
recreation facilities by enhancing
those facilities and providing
connections, particularly from
targeted growth areas, to the
existing regional and community
open space system.

Responsible
Agency

Status as of
2015

Policy
Level

Link

DCP

Adopted Policy
Currently Implemented in
Target Area

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

All in targeted growth
areas (South DCP
LA)

Adopted Policy
in Target Area
but Not Implemented

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

Adopted Policy
in Target Area
but Not Implemented

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

Establish, where feasible,
the linear open space system
represented in the Citywide
Greenways Network map, to
provide additional open space
for active and passive recreational uses and to connect adjoining
Los Angeles
neighborhoods to one another
Linear
General
Plan,
to regional open space
OS-36 Framework Ele- open space and
resources
(see Figure 6-1). This City of LA
system
ment, Ch. 6
Citywide Greenways Network is
hierarchical and is composed of
three levels: regional, community, and local/ neighborhood.
While these levels are of equal
importance, they vary in scale
and the degree to which they
impact the City at large.

DCP
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Policy
Ref.

Policy Name

Los Angeles
Plan,
OS-37 General
Framework Element, Ch. 6

General
Issue

Connections to
linear park
system

Policy Summary

Impacted
Population

The regional component of the
network is composed of the
beaches, the mountains, and the
Los Angeles River system - the
three most continuous natural
features of the urban region and
thus the primary elements of
the network; river tributaries,
arroyos and washes that take
storm water to the ocean; rail
lines and utility corridors, where
feasible without compromising
public safety or facility security, City of LA
that may serve multiple purposes to become connectors to the
beaches and the river and link
adjacent districts to each other
through the network; and all
regional parks made accessible
from the network. While considering open space improvements
of the River and drainages, their
primary purpose for flood control
shall be considered.

The community component is
composed of parks and civic
open spaces connected to the
ConnecLos Angeles
network, including elements
tions to
General
Plan,
as community and neighOS-38 Framework Ele- open space such
borhood
parks, connected by
via walkment, Ch. 6
linear,
non-motorized
ing, biking tation linkages such astransporwalking
and hiking trails and local bike
paths.

City of LA

City of LA PubRecreation
OS-39 lic
Plan, Section
1, Program 6

Multiple
uses of
easements
and rightsof-way

Encourage multiple use of public
properties such as power line or
flood control rights of way, debris basins, reservoir sites, etc.,
for recreation.

City of LA PubRecreation
OS-40 lic
Plan, Section
1, Programs 2

Priority
schedule of
new parks
based on
need

Prepare a priority schedule based
on greatest ned for acquiring
and developing park and recre- City of LA
ational sites
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City of LA

Responsible
Agency

Status as of
2015

Policy
Level

Link

DCP

Adopted Policy
in Target Area
but Not Implemented

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

DCP

Adopted Policy
in Target Area
but Not Implemented

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

DCP

Adopted Policy
in Target Area
but Not Implemented

City of
LA

http://cityplanning.
lacity.org/
Code_Studies/
GeneralElement/
PublicRecreationPlan.pdf

DCP

Adopted Policy
in Target Area
but Not Implemented

City of
LA

http://cityplanning.
lacity.org/
Code_Studies/
GeneralElement/
PublicRecreationPlan.pdf

Appendix 2 Healthy Kids Zone Policy Scan (continued)

Policy
Ref.

Policy Name

General
Issue

Policy Summary

Recreational facilities and services should be provided for all
City of LA, Pub- Equal
segments of the population on
Recreation
OS-41 lic
distribution
the basis of present and future
Plan, Section
of
parks
projected needs, the local recre1, Policy 1
ational standards, and the City’s
ability to finance.

Impacted
Population

City of LA

The Local Recreation Standards
are long range and may not be
reached during the life of this
Plan. The following standards
have been used for most of the
adopted community plans and
are included in this Plan as short City of LA
and intermediate standards for
park acreage.
1) For Neighborhood Parks - 1
acre per 1,000 persons; service
radius 1 mile.
2) For Community Parks 1 acre
per 1,000 people.

City of LA Public Recreation
OS-42 Plan, Section
1, CPA Standards

CPA Standards for
Parks

City of LA Public Recreation
Section
OS-43 Plan,
1, Community
Recreational
Sites

Community Receational Sites
should be provided at a minimum of 2 acres per 1,000
persons. The following standards
should apply:
1) The minimum desirable acreage per recreation and park site
is 15 acres, ideal 20 acres.
2) If coordinated with high
school or junior high school
site, up to one-half the required
Community acreage may be fulfilled by the
Recreation- school play area,
City of LA
al Site
3) The service radius of a
Standards community site is approximately
2 miles.
4) The community park should
be easily accessible to the area
served.
5) The community park may
serve several neighborhoods.
6) The types of activities
available at the community
park should be determined by
measuring the desires of the
population served.

Responsible
Agency

Status as of
2015

DCP

Adopted Policy
in Target Area
but Not Implemented

DCP

Adopted Policy
in Target Area
but Not Implemented

DCP

Adopted Policy
in Target Area
but Not Implemented

Policy
Level

Link

City of
LA

http://cityplanning.
lacity.org/
Code_Studies/
GeneralElement/
PublicRecreationPlan.pdf

City of
LA

http://cityplanning.
lacity.org/
Code_Studies/
GeneralElement/
PublicRecreationPlan.pdf

City of
LA

http://cityplanning.
lacity.org/
Code_Studies/
GeneralElement/
PublicRecreationPlan.pdf
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Policy
Ref.

Policy Name

City of LA Public Recreation
Section
OS-44 Plan,
1, Neighborhood Recreational Sites

City of LA PubRecreation
OS-45 lic
Plan, Section
1, Standards, 3
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General
Issue

Policy Summary

Impacted
Population

Neighborhood Recreational Sites
should be provided a minimum
of 2 acres per 1,000 persons.
The following standards should
apply:
1) the minimum desirable acreage per recreation and park site
is 5 acres, ideal of 10 acres.
2) If coordinated an used with
a school playground, up to
one-half the acreage of the playground may be counted toward
the total acreage required, but a
school playground alone is not
likely to suffice to properly serve
a neighborhood.
Neigh3) The service of a neighborborhood
hood recreational site is approxiRecreation- mately one-half mile.
City of LA
al Site
4) The park space should be
Standards located within a neighborhood
so that users are not requiredd
to cross a major arterial street
or highway when walking to
the site.
5) The type of activities and
programs conducted at each
neighborhood site must be
determined by measuring the
desires of the clientele in the
area served. Care must be taken
to provide activities for all age
groups within the neighborhood.
6) The population characteristics
of each area served should be
used in determining the general
facilities required.

Location
and allocation of
acreage of
park sites

The location and allocation of
acreage for neighborhood and
community recreational sites
should be determined on the
basis of the service radius within
residential areas throughout
the City. No park site should be City of LA
diminished in size or removed
from any service area unless
the required acreage is replaced
within that district or unless the
need is diminished due to population changes.

Responsible
Agency

Status as of
2015

DCP

Adopted Policy
in Target Area
but Not Implemented

DCP

Adopted Policy
in Target Area
but Not Implemented

Policy
Level

Link

City of
LA

http://cityplanning.
lacity.org/
Code_Studies/
GeneralElement/
PublicRecreationPlan.pdf

City of
LA

http://cityplanning.
lacity.org/
Code_Studies/
GeneralElement/
PublicRecreationPlan.pdf

Appendix 2 Healthy Kids Zone Policy Scan (continued)

Policy
Ref.

Policy Name

General
Issue

Policy Summary

Facilities should be provided at
the neighborhood, community,
10
acres
of
regional levels. An overall
City of LA Pub- recreation- and
provision
of 10 acres of land
Recreation
OS-46 lic
al
facilities
per
1,000
persons for total
Plan, Section
per
1,000
recreational
facilities is recom1, Standards, 2 people
mended. A minimum of 10% of
the total land area should be in
public recreation or open space.

Impacted
Population

City of LA

City of LA Pub- 3 tenants
Recreation
OS-47 lic
of satisfacPlan, Section
1, Standards, 1 tory

A satisfactory recreation system
must measure up to accepted
standards in three respects: first,
there must be sufficient land
area set aside for recreation;
second, the recreation areas
must be properly distributed in
City of LA
residential areas throughout the
City; third, there must be facilities to meet different recreation
needs - including both active and
passive recreation - and provision for all age groups.

Open
space
Los Angeles
linkages,
General
Plan,
OS-48 Framework Ele- healing
of neighment, Ch. 6
borhoods
divided by
highways

Explore ways to connect
neighborhoods through open
space linkages, including the
“healing” of neighborhoods
divided by freeways, through the
acquisition and development of
air rights over freeways (such as City of LA
locations along the Hollywood
Freeway between Cahuenga
Pass and Downtown), which
could be improved as a neighborhood recreation resource.
(P2, P14)

Responsible
Agency

Status as of
2015

Policy
Level

Link

City of
LA

http://cityplanning.
lacity.org/
Code_Studies/
GeneralElement/
PublicRecreationPlan.pdf

DCP

Adopted Policy
in Target Area
but Not Implemented

City of
LA

http://cityplanning.
lacity.org/
Code_Studies/
GeneralElement/
PublicRecreationPlan.pdf

DCP

Adopted Policy
in Target Area
but Not Implemented

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

DCP

Adopted Policy
in Target Area
but Not Implemented
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Policy
Ref.

Policy Name

General
Issue

Policy Summary

Impacted
Population

Los Angeles
Definition
Plan,
OS-49 General
Open
Framework Ele- of
Space
ment, Ch. 6

Consider as part of the City’s
open space inventory of
pedestrian streets, community
gardens, shared school playfields, and privately-owned
commercial open spaces that
are accessible to the public,
even though such elements
fall outside the conventional
City of LA
definitions of “open space.” This
will help address the open space
and outdoor recreation needs of
communities that are currently
deficient in these resources (see
the Recreation and Parks section
in Chapter 9: Infrastructure and
Public Services). (P2)

Smallscaled
Los Angeles
public open
Plan,
OS-50 General
Framework Ele- spaces
within TOD
ment, Ch. 6
developments

Encourage the incorporation
of small-scaled public open
spaces within transit-oriented
development, both as plazas
and small parks associated with
transit stations, and as areas
of public access in private joint
development at transit station
locations. (P2)

Los Angeles
Plan,
OS-51 General
Framework Element, Ch. 6

Resolve differences of policy
and practice between the City’s
various departments and the Los
Angeles Unified School District
to ensure the joint use of school
sites in whole or in part for
neighborhood open space needs.
In particular, pursue legislation
to address the issue of public
City of LA
liability in situations of joint use
or joint development of public
properties, so that the liability
may be equitably shared by
multiple agencies (such as the
School District and the Department of Recreation and Parks).
(P2, P14, P16)

Resolve
differences
in joint-use
policy

Los Angeles
adequate Provide adequate funding for
Plan,
OS-52 General
for open space resource manageFramework Ele- funding
park
space
ment and development.
ment, Ch. 6
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City of LA

City of LA

Responsible
Agency

Status as of
2015

Policy
Level

Link

DCP

Adopted Policy
in Target Area
but Not Implemented

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

DCP

Adopted Policy
in Target Area
but Not Implemented

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

DCP

Adopted Policy
in Target Area
but Not Implemented

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

DCP

Adopted Policy
in Target Area
but Not Implemented

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

Appendix 2 Healthy Kids Zone Policy Scan (continued)

Policy
Ref.

Policy Name

General
Issue

Los Angeles
Recreation
Plan,
OS-53 General
Framework Ele- Master
Plan
ment, Ch. 6

Policy Summary

Impacted
Population

Formulate/update a Recreation
Master Plan (a Recreation and
Parks Department document)
to provide sufficient capacity to City of LA
correct existing deficiencies as
well as meet the needs of future
population.

Procedures that allow residents
to request acquisition or use of
one or more parcels of excess
Los Angeles
AcquisiCity-owned land for park or garGeneral
Plan,
tion/use
of
use. Requests can be made
OS-54 Framework Ele- city-owned den
on a site-specific basis or by gen- City of LA
ment, Ch. 6
land
eral location. The criteria shall
include the property’s proximity
to linear elements of the open
space network.

Los Angeles
Plan,
OS-55 General
Framework Ele- Joint-use
ment, Ch. 6

Negotiate and adopt a Memorandum of Understanding
between LAUSD and the City
regarding the joint use of school
facilities such as play fields
City of LA
and park facilities for school
purposes, with the City providing
liability for outdoor space during
non-school hours of operation.

Los Angeles
Surplus
Plan,
OS-56 General
asFramework Ele- Land
sessment
ment, Ch. 6

Conduct development and land
use studies to (a) locate and determine the site characteristics of
all the city-owned surplus land;
(b) Determine and zone surplus
land, if appropriate, for commercial, industrial, residential,
public or institutional use; and
City of LA
(c) Establish a comprehensive
database of available industrial
facilities and development sites
within Los Angeles, which is
updated periodically and indicates the availability, location,
acreage, and configuration of
each site.

Responsible
Agency

Status as of
2015

Policy
Level

Link

DCP

Adopted Policy
in Target Area
but Not Implemented

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

DCP

Adopted Policy
in Target Area
but Not Implemented

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

DCP

Adopted Policy
in Target Area
but Not Implemented

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

DCP

Adopted Policy
in Target Area
but Not Implemented

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm
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Policy
Ref.

Policy Name

General
Issue

Policy Summary

Impacted
Population

Los Angeles
Open
Plan,
OS-57 General
Framework Ele- space
linkages
ment, Ch. 6

Develop funding linkages
between open space needs
and other priority issues, such
as linking streetscape improve- City of LA
ments with transit-related concerns, or other externally-funded
programs focused on small-scale,
local concerns.

Los Angeles
Tax BenePlan,
OS-58 General
of land
Framework Ele- fits
gifts
ment, Ch. 6

Provide tax benefits for land
gifts to the City (such as riverfront properties).

Los Angeles
Dialog
Plan,
OS-59 General
Framework Ele- between
city-org
ment, Ch. 6

Maintain the dialogue between
the City and organizations and
public agencies that directly provide it services and/or indirectly
impact growth and development City of LA
within Los Angeles, by establishing a mechanism that facilitates
regular meetings between these
entities.

City of LA

Olympia
City
Parks and
Recreation
Facilities

A 3% utility tax for the purpose
of improving parks, sidewalks,
and open space. This ordinance
was put before the voters of
Olympia for approval

OS-61 Proposition

Prop H

Creates a public education fund,
one-third of which is to be spent County
on arts, music, sports and library
programs.

OS-62 Agreement

Santa Ana
Joint Use
Agreement
and Covenant

Santa Ana Unified School
District and the City of Santa
Ana entered into a Joint Use of
Property agreement to make
City
high school facilities available
for community and city purposes
after school hours.

OS-60 City Plan
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City

Responsible
Agency

Status as of
2015

Policy
Level

Link

DCP

Adopted Policy
in Target Area
but Not Implemented

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

DCP

Adopted Policy
in Target Area
but Not Implemented

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

DCP

Adopted Policy
in Target Area
but Not Implemented

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

City Tax Authority, Olympia
RAP

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Other
Jurisdictions

Olympia, WA

http://
eatbettermovemore.
org/sa/policies/
pdftext/Olympia%20
ordinances%20for%20
utility%20tax%20prop.
pdf

San Francisco
County BOS

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Other
Jurisdictions

SF
County,
CA

http://
eatbettermovemore.org/
sa/policies/pdftext/
Public%20Education%20
Fund%20SF,%20CA.pdf

Santa
Ana

http://eatbetter
movemore.org/sa/
policies/policy_
detail.php?issue=2&s_
State=&year=
&jurisdiction=&keyword
=&env=&policyID=138

Santa Ana
Parks and Recreation

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Other
Jurisdictions

Appendix 2 Healthy Kids Zone Policy Scan (continued)

Policy
Ref.

Policy Name

General
Issue

Policy Summary

OS-63 Agreement

Joint Use
Agreement
Form for
Use and
Installation
of Ballfields

OS-64 Agreement

The Santa Ana Unified School
District and the City of Santa
Recreation- Ana enter an agreement whereal Facilities by the city will operate park
Agreement and playground programs at or
adjacent to various schools in
the district.

OS-65 Proposition

Sonoma
Open
Space
District
Formation

OS-66 Policy

OS-67 City Plan

Community
Schools
and Recreation

The Neighborhood
Model

Impacted
Population

Santa Ana Unified School District
and the City of Santa Ana entered into an agreement determining joint responsibility for the City
Thornton Park baseball fields,
including construction, operation,
and maintenance.

Creates and establishes an
Agricultural Preservation and
Open Space District for Sonoma
County. This measure was put
before the voters of Sonoma for
approval.

Provides physical activity
facilities to all County residents
by opening school recreation
facilities to the public during
after-school hours.

City

County

Pitt County
Schools

Guides the form of development
in previously rural and suburban
communities away from a
County
pattern of sprawling, isolated
buildings to a more compact and
interconnected design.

Responsible
Agency

Santa Ana
Parks and Recreation

Santa Ana
Parks and Recreation

Sonoma
County

Pitt County
Community
Schools and
Recreation

Abermarle
County Board
of Supervisors

Status as of
2015

Policy
Level

Link

Santa
Ana

http://eatbetter
movemore.org/sa/
policies/policy_
detail.php?issue=2&s_
State=&year=
&jurisdiction=&keyword
=&env=&policyID=139

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Other
Jurisdictions

Santa
Ana

http://eatbetter
movemore.org/sa/
policies/policy_
detail.php?issue=2&s_
State=&year=
&jurisdiction=&keyword
=&env=&policyID=140

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Other
Jurisdictions

http://eatbetter
movemore.org/sa/
Sonoma policies/policy_
County detail.php?issue=2&s_
State=&year=
&jurisdiction=&keyword
=&env=&policyID=174

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Other
Jurisdictions

School
District

http://eatbetter
movemore.org/sa/
policies/policy_
detail.php?issue=2&s_
State=&year=
&jurisdiction=&keyword
=&env=&Search_
PolicyPage=
2&policyID=227

County

http://eatbetter
movemore.org/sa/
policies/policy_
detail.php?issue=2&s_
State=&year=
&jurisdiction=&keyword
=&env=&Search_
PolicyPage=
2&policyID=228

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Other
Jurisdictions

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Other
Jurisdictions
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Policy
Ref.

Policy Name

General
Issue

Policy Summary

Impacted
Population

Responsible
Agency

Status as of
2015

Policy
Level

Link

County

http://eatbetter
movemore.org/sa/
policies/policy_
detail.php?issue=2&s_
State=&year=
&jurisdiction=&keyword
=&env=&Search_
PolicyPage=
3&policyID=277

Renews expiring park levy to
fund operation and maintenance
of county parks and recreational
facilities.
This ordinance: allows a proposition to go before local voters
to approve a property tax which
would provide dedicated funds
to be used to support parks in
King County.

OS-68 Ordinance

62 ︱ Page

King County Property
Tax Levy
to Support
Regional
Park and
Recreational Facilities

The proposition: Levies a $0.05
property tax per one thousand
dollars of assessed valuation in
the first year. Creates a source
of funding to: continue operation County
and maintenance of regional
parks and recreational facilities,
repair aging trail bridges and
trestles, and increase accessibility for the disabled.
Establishes a parks citizen
oversight board to review the expenditure of levy proceeds and
make policy recommendations
regarding future expenditures.
Imposes the tax for a period of
6 years. Unlike traditional levies,
the amount collected would
increase annually based on the
consumer price index.

King County
Council

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Other
Jurisdictions

Appendix 2 Healthy Kids Zone Policy Scan (continued)

Policy
Ref.

Policy Name

OS-69 Ordinance

OS-70 Proposition

General
Issue

Policy Summary

Impacted
Population

Creates a property tax levy to
fund park acquisitions and trail
improvements in the county.
The Ordinance:
Formally recognizes the physical, social and mental health
benefits of quality community
parks, trails, and open space.
Formally recognizes that populations that do not have access to
recreational facilities are at risk
for greater health disparities and
health inequities.
a proposition to go before
King Coun- Allows
local
voters
to approve a propty Property erty tax which
would allow for
Tax Levy
dedicated
funds
to Support in King County. to support parks
Regional
County
Proposition:
Trails and The
Levies a $0.05 property tax per
Open
thousand dollars of assessed
Space Ac- one
valuation
in the first year for
quisition
the purpose of open space
acquisition and regional trail
development (with an emphasis
on connectivity).
Ensures that impact on health
and effect on health inequities/
health disparities are criteria for
prioritizing parks levy-funded
projects.
Imposes the tax for a period of
6 years. Unlike traditional levies,
the amount collected would
increase annually based on the
consumer price index.

San Francisco Clean
and Safe
Neighborhood Park
Bond

Creates a $185 million bond
for the improvement of park
and recreational facilities in San
Francisco.

County

Responsible
Agency

King County
Council

Status as of
2015

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Other
Jurisdictions

Existing Policy
in
SF County BOS Currently
Effect in Other
Jurisdictions

Policy
Level

Link

County

http://eatbetter
movemore.org/sa/
policies/policy_
detail.php?issue=2&s_
State=&year=
&jurisdiction=
&keyword=&env=
&Search_PolicyPage=
3&policyID=278

County

http://eatbetter
movemore.org/sa/
policies/policy_
detail.php?issue=2&s_
State=&year=
&jurisdiction=&keyword
=&env=&Search_
PolicyPage=
3&policyID=291
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Policy
Ref.

Policy Name

OS-71 Resolution

OS-72 Ordinance

General
Issue
Rowley
Open
Space Residential Development
Bylaw

Inglewood
SmokeFree Parks
Ordinance

Policy Summary

Impacted
Population

Directs residential development
to preserve open space and natural resources, reduce infrastruc- City
ture and site development costs,
and promote attractive standards
of appearance.

Prohibits Smoking in all Inglewood City parks.

Directing
the commissioner
of Parks
and Recreation to Restricts smoking in all CityOS-73 Executive Order make all
owned recreation centers and
city-owned playgrounds.
recreation
centers
and playgrounds
smoke-free

City

Responsible
Agency

Rowley, MA

Inglewood, CA

Status as of
2015

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Other
Jurisdictions

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Other
Jurisdictions

Policy
Level

City

http://eatbetter
movemore.org/sa/
policies/policy_
detail.php?issue=2&s_
State=&year=
&jurisdiction=
&keyword=&env=
&Search_PolicyPage=
4&policyID=354

City

http://eatbetter
movemore.org/sa/
policies/policy_detail.
php?issue=2&s_ State=
&year=&jurisdiction=
&keyword=&env=
&Search_PolicyPage
=4&policyID=374

http://eatbetter
movemore.org/sa
/policies/policy_
detail.php?issue=2&s
_State=&year=
&jurisdiction=
&keyword
=&env=&Search_
PolicyPage=
5&policyID=384

City

Philadelphia,
PA

Existing Policy
Currently in
Effect in Other
Jurisdictions

City

OS-74

In the
built environment
Where possible, locate buildings
increase
near open, public spaces, to
access to
promote activity.
public open
space

Park users

DCP

Community
recommended

City

OS-75

Increase
Where possible, provide resident
access to
access to open space within Park users
public open with
a
ten-minute
walk.
space

DCP

Community
recommended

City

OS-76

Increase
access to
Adding HKZ to the park-poor
public open areas prioritization criteria
space

RAP

Community
recommended

City
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Policy
Ref.

Policy Name

General
Issue

Policy Summary

Impacted
Population

Responsible
Agency

Status as of
2015

Policy
Level

OS-77

Increase
access to
public open
space

Encouraging the development of
neighborhood-scaled park spaces
through innovative mechanisms Park users
such as reclaiming vacant and
underutilized properties and joint
use of school district properties

RAP, LADOT,
DPW, LAUSD,
DCP, Mayor

Community
recommended

City

OS-78

Increase
access to
public open
space

Support the development of
new, hybridized types of recreation areas that cost less to
maintain.

Park users

DCP, RAP

Community
recommended

City

OS-79

Establish open space and/or
community garden sub-districts
Increase
within Community Plan Impleaccess to
Overlays to limit
public open mentation
specific
parcels
of land within
space
these districts to open space or
urban agricultural uses.

Park users

DCP

Community
recommended

City

OS-80

Improve
the quality Prioritize park maintenance
of public
within the HKZ.
open space

Park users

RAP

Community
recommended

City

OS-81

Maintain and update the existing
park inventory data on a yearly
Improve
basis and account for the true
the quality asset value of the parks and
Park users
of public
recreation system within HKZ.
open space Invest in a minimum of 3-4%
of total system asset value and
invest in facilities within HKZ.

RAP

Community
recommended

City

OS-82

Improve
healthy food concesthe quality Increase
sions
on
park
properties includof public
ing
farmer’s
markets.
open space

Park users

RAP

Community
recommended

City

Park users

RAP

Community
recommended

City

OS-83

Improve
park planning and
design

Develop a park master-plan
within HKZ. Customize strategy
for each planning area to implement the preliminary guidelines
recommended for parks, open
space, recreation facilities based
on assessed deficiencies and
priorities.

Link
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Policy
Ref.

General
Issue

Policy Summary

OS-84

Improve
park planning and
design

Remove amenities that are not
well used or are in disrepair
and replace with amenities the
community desires

Park users

RAP

Community
recommended

City

OS-85

Improve
park planning and
design

In the design of parks and
open spaces, provide facilities
like paths, running tracks,
playgrounds, sports courts, and
drinking fountains.

Park users

RAP

Community
recommended

City

OS-86

Improve
park planning and
design

Design parks, open spaces, and
recreational facilities to complement cultural preferences of the
local population, and to accomodate a range of age groups,
including both children and their
parents and guardians.

Park users

RAP

Community
recommended

City

OS-87

Improve
park planning and
design

Design parks and recreation facilities to earn revenue that offset Park users
operational costs.

RAP

Community
recommended

City

OS-88

Improve
park planning and
design

Increase the number of
public-private partnerships for
healthy eating concessions and
active living concession at park
facilities.

Park users

RAP

Community
recommended

City

OS-89

Improve
park planning and
design

Develop targeted land acquisition strategies to include:
- Outright purchases
- Partnerships with other agencies
- Land leases from other government or not-for-profit agencies,
or others
- Developer impact agreements
based on the standards for open
space desired

Park users

RAP

Community
recommended

City

OS-90

Reform
Quimby
Code and
Update
Public
Recreation
Plan

Adjust service radius for community and neighborhood parks to
a travel-time metric.

Park users

RAP, DCP

Community
recommended

City

Policy Name
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Impacted
Population

Responsible
Agency

Status as of
2015

Policy
Level

Link
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Policy
Ref.

General
Issue

Policy Summary

Responsible
Agency

Status as of
2015

OS-91

Reform
Quimby
Code and
Update
Public
Recreation
Plan

Clarify eligibility to receive Quimby funds to include shared-use
projects.

Park users

RAP, DCP, DBS

Community
recommended

City

OS-92

Reform
Quimby
Code and
Update
Public
Recreation
Plan

Update credits for on-site
provision of open space and
recreation facilities.

Park users

RAP, DCP, DBS

Community
recommended

City

OS-93

Reform
Quimby
Code and
Update
Public
Recreation
Plan

Make fee deferrals proportional
to the amount of affordable
units in a housing development
as opposed to granting fee
deferral to housing project no
matter the proportion of affordable housing units.

Park users

RAP, DCP, DBS

Community
recommended

City

OS-94

Reform
Quimby
Code and
Update
Public
Recreation
Plan

Encourage land dedication by
making them more cost advantageous.

Park users

RAP, DCP, DBS

Community
recommended

City

OS-95

Reform
Quimby
Code and
Update
Public
Recreation
Plan

Adjust in-lieu fee schedules. Add
credit factors for public access,
location in HKZ, private coverage Park users
of maintenance and operating
costs.

RAP, DCP, DBS

Community
recommended

City

OS-96

Increase
access and
quality of Provide density bonuses for
Privateparklets, and paseos for
ly-Owned plazas,
developments
within the HKZ.
Public Active Spaces
(POPAS)

DCP

Community
recommended

City

Policy Name

Impacted
Population

Park users

Policy
Level

Link
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Policy
Ref.

Policy Name

General
Issue

Policy Summary

Impacted
Population

Responsible
Agency

Status as of
2015

Policy
Level

OS-97

Increase
access and
quality of Add the creation of open space
Privatea condition of approval for
ly-Owned as
certain
developments.
Public Active Spaces
(POPAS)

Park users

DCP

Community
recommended

City

OS-98

Increase
access and
quality of
Privately-Owned
Public Active Spaces
(POPAS)

Improve POPOS signage:
- Size and design are clear
- Location of signage
- Maintenance information on
POPOS signage displayed

Park users

DCP, DBS

Community
recommended

City

OS-99

Increase
access and
quality of
Privately-Owned
Public Active Spaces
(POPAS)

Expand definition of POPAS to
include:
- Parklets
- Children’s playgrounds
- Workout facilities
- Active sports facilities
- Community Gardens
- Uses that meet a demonstratable physical activity need

Park users

DCP

Community
recommended

City

OS100

Facilitate
interim and
permanent
conversions Promote and prioritize HKZ’s
of vacant, within LADOT’s People St
underutiprogram
lized
spaces
into active
spaces

Park users

LADOT

Community
recommended

City

OS101

Facilitate
interim and
permanent
conversions
of vacant, Implement Urban Agriculture Inunderuticentive Zones in HKZ (AB-551)
lized
spaces
into active
spaces

Park users

DCP, County Assessor, County Community
Ag Commisrecommended
sioner

City
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Policy
Ref.

Policy Name

General
Issue

Policy Summary

Impacted
Population

Responsible
Agency

Status as of
2015

Policy
Level

OS102

Facilitate
interim and
permanent
conversions
of vacant,
underutilized
spaces
into active
spaces

Foster public-private partnerships
to design and operate temporary
activation programs to bring economic activity, retail diversifica- Park users
tion, and green space to vacant
lots in HKZ through the creation
of interim-use permits

DCP, CAO, EDD

Community
recommended

City

OS103

Facilitate
interim and
permanent
conversions
of vacant,
underutilized
spaces
into active
spaces

Streamline and expedite temporary vacant lot activation on
city-owned property through
interim-use agreements.

Park users

DCP, CAO, EDD

Community
recommended

City

OS104

Facilitate
interim and
permanent
conversions Identification of strategic targets
of vacant, for acquisition of properties by
underutiRAP and private entities.
lized
spaces
into active
spaces

Park users

RAP

Community
recommended

City

OS105

Facilitate
interim and
permanent
conversions
of vacant, Increase the cost of holding
underutivacant property in HKZ.
lized
spaces
into active
spaces

Park users

DCP, County
Assessor

Community
recommended

City

Link
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Policy
Ref.

Policy Name

General
Issue

Policy Summary

Impacted
Population

Responsible
Agency

Status as of
2015

Policy
Level

OS106

Facilitate
interim and
permanent
conversions Adopt program to foster greater
of vacant, user of underused buildings and
underutiparking lots for physical activity.
lized
spaces
into active
spaces

Park users

EDD, RAP

Community
recommended

City

OS107

Facilitate
interim and
permanent
conversions
of vacant, Eliminate incentives that encourunderutiage abandonment of property.
lized
spaces
into active
spaces

Park users

Assessor, City
Attorney

Community
recommended

City

OS108

Facilitate
interim and
permanent
conversions
of vacant, Create disincentives for abanunderutidoned property.
lized
spaces
into active
spaces

Park users

City Attorney,
Assessor

Community
recommended

City

OS109

Facilitate
interim and
permanent
conversions
of vacant, Improve code enforcement strat- Park users
underutiegies on vacant properties
lized
spaces
into active
spaces

City Attorney,
DBS

Community
recommended

City
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Policy
Ref.

Responsible
Agency

Status as of
2015

OS110

Facilitate
interim and
permanent
conversions
of vacant, Develop vacant property registra- Park users
underutition program.
lized
spaces
into active
spaces

City Attorney,
DBS, Assessor

Community
recommended

City

M-1

Active
Online Transpor- Transportation Demand tation
Encyclopedia
Support
Features

Install bicycle parking at rate of
1 space/3,000 ft or 5-10% of
the number of vehicle parking
spaces in commercial districts;
10% of students and 3% of employees at primary and secondary schools; and one space per
2 apartments for multi-family
housing developments

Victoria Transport Policy
Institute

Adopted

International

M-2

Alleys Amplified: The South
Los Angeles
Green Alley
Master Plan
[DRAFT]

Prioritize re-purposing existing
alleys (referred to as “Green Alleys”) for safe, clean pedestrian
access and activity near schools
within HKZ

M-3

M-4

Policy Name

Summer Play
Streets, School
Play Streets

Bicycle Parking
Guidelines

General
Issue

Policy Summary

Impacted
Population

Applied
jurisdictions,
sites, and/
or projects

South Los
Angeles

Policy
Level

Link

http://www.vtpi.org/
tdm/tdm85.htm

Los Angeles
Bureau of Sani- Draft
tation

https://www.
dropbox.com/s/
Neigh- xyzyhkt4golh2l7/
borhood SouthLAGreenAlley
MasterPlanDRAFT.
pdf?dl=0

Adopted

City

Adopted

http://www.sfmta.
City and com/sites/default/
County files/pdfs/Bicycle_
Parking_Guidelines.pdf

Re-purposing streets
to car-free
space

Prioritize implementation of temporary, interim and semi-perma- New York
nent Play Streets programming City
on appropriate streets within
HKZ

NYC Department of Health
and Mental
Hygiene, NYC
Department of
Parks and Recreation, NYC
Department of
Transportation

Supporting
active
transportation

San Francisco Unified School
District (SFUSD) installs bicycle
racks on public school property, San Franprimarily for long-term use by
cisco
students and staff. The SFMTA
installs racks on the sidewalk for
visitors.

San Francisco
Municipal
Transportation
Agency

http://www.nyc.gov/
html/doh/html/living/
phys-playstreets.shtml
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Policy
Ref.

M-5

M-6

General
Issue

Policy Summary

Increase Publicly Available
Bicycle Parking
(SF. 11)

Supporting
active
transportation

Review all City-owned, operated, and leased facilities for
compliance with the City’s bicycle parking standards. Increase
bicycle parking to meet LAMC
requirements where deficiencies
are present.Continue to implement bicycle parking and corrals
at major destinations, especially
where demand is already high.
Encourage the Los Angeles
Unified School District (LAUSD),
local four-year universities, and
the Los Angeles Community College District (LACCD) to install
quality bicycle parking at public
schools within the City of Los
Angeles.

Forest Park
School Travel
Plan

Supporting
active
transportation

When developing school travel
plans include bicycle rack siting Students,
locations, security and signage if school staff
necessary
A BFBD is a partnership between
the City, neighborhood and
business organizations, and local
businesses that improves a business district’s Bicycle Friendliness
through bicycle infrastructure
and local business promotions to
people travelling by bicycle. The
district encourages and promotes
short, local trips, especially for
shopping, dining and recreation.

Neighborhood,
Commercial
Corridor or
District

Los Angeles
Department of
Transportation

https://ladotbikeblog.
wordpress.
Pilot in North- City Pro- com/2014/02/12/
east LA (2014) gram
las-first-bicycle-friendlybusiness-district-is-comingto-northeast-los-angeles/

Coordinate with LAUSD to incor- LAUSD
porate mobility education (for
(Kchildren ages 4-18) into regular schools
12)
physical education curriculum.

Los Angeles
Department of
City Planning

Under review
by City (April
2015)

Policy Name

M-7

Bike-Friendly
Business Districts

Supporting
active
transportation

M-8

Active Transportation Education (S. 1)

Supporting
active
transportation
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Impacted
Population

LAUSD
schools in
City of Los
Angeles

Responsible
Agency

LAUSD

Status as of
2015

Policy
Level

Under review
by City (April
City and
2015); currently proposed School
District
as “Deferred
Program”

Village of Forest Park, Forest Active
Park School
District 91

Village
and
School
District

City

Link

https://losangeles2b.
files.wordpress.
com/2015/02/
appendix-b1mobility-2035.pdf

http://www.atpolicy.
org/sites/default/files/
Forest%20Park%20
School%20Travel%20
Plan%20LOW%20RES.
pdf

https://losangeles2b.
files.wordpress.
com/2015/02/
appendix-b1mobility-2035.pdf

Appendix 2 Healthy Kids Zone Policy Scan (continued)

Policy
Ref.

M-9

Policy Name

Safe Moves
Program

M-10

Bike to School
Program

ER-1

Environmental
Review Process
for Proposed
New or Expanding School
Sites: California
Education
Code, sections
17210,
17210.1,
17213.1, and
17213.2

General
Issue

Policy Summary

Impacted
Population

Supporting
active
transportation

Currently, LADOT contracts with
the Safe Moves program to educate over 175,000 students a
year about habits and skills they
can adopt to be safer bicyclists. Middle
Safe Moves works with students Schools
to teach defensive bicycling habits such as making eye contact,
checking over one’s shoulder,
and being aware when walking
and bicycling.

Supporting
active
transportation

3-year program: DOT works with
schools and community groups
to designate safe Bike to School
routes, implement in-class curriculum and recommend street
safety improvements. (online
web application portal)

Prevention
of Toxic
Exposure
at School
Sites

All schools
with middle
and high
school students

DTSC’s School Property EvaluSchool age
ation and Cleanup Division is
children
responsible for assessing, investigating and cleaning up proposed
school sites. The Division
ensures that selected properties
are free of contamination or, if
the properties were previously
contaminated, that they have
been cleaned up to a level that
protects the students and staff
who will occupy the new school.
All proposed school sites that
will receive State funding for
acquisition or construction are
required to go through a rigorous
environmental review and
cleanup process under DTSC’s
oversight.

Responsible
Agency

Status as of
2015

School Districts,
Non-profit Orga- Active
nization

NYC DOT

California
Department of
Toxic Substances Control

Active

Policy
Level

Link

City

https://ladotbikeblog.
wordpress.
com/2014/03/28/
safe-moves-programteaches-bicycle-safetyeducation-to-l-a-u-s-dstudents/

City

http://www.nyc.
gov/html/dot/html/
bicyclists/biketoschool.
shtml

State

http://www.leginfo.
ca.gov/cgi-bin/
displaycode
?section=edc&
group=1700118000&file=
17210-17224
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Policy
Ref.

Policy Name

General
Issue

Policy Summary

Impacted
Population

Responsible
Agency

Status as of
2015

Policy
Level

Link

ER-2

LAUSD Reference Guide:
REF 3930.3

Lead in
Drinking
Water

In order to reduce lead in
LAUSD
drinking water, all fixtures and
Schools
fountains that may be used for
consumption of water or used
for food preparation are flushed
for a minimum of 30 seconds
prior to the first use of the day.
If water in the second flush exceeds 15 ppb, the school district
should immediately shut the
fixture down.

LAUSD- Office
of Environmental
Health and
Safety

2009

School
District

http://www.lausdoehs.org/docs/
ReferenceGuides/REF3930.pdf

ER-3

LAUSD Reference Guide
REF-4149.0

Hazardous
Waste
Management

LAUSD has required procedures
for the disposal of “hazardous
waste” and “universal waste”
(e.g., fluorescent light tubes,
mercury thermostats and
switches, batteries, cathode ray
tubes - complete list in guidance
documents).

LAUSD- Office
of Environmental
Health and
Safety

2008

School
District

http://www.lausdoehs.org/docs/
ReferenceGuides/REF4149.0.pdf

ER-4

LAUSD Resolution: High Risk
Land Use

Industrial
Facilities
Near
School
Sites

This resolution required the
Schools and
identification of potential “high residents
risk” facilities adjacent to
near schools
District schools. “High Risk”
facility is defined as an industrial
facility whose normal operation
presents a risk of explosion, or
may potentially expose school
occupants to hazardous air
emissions. The primary purpose
of the survey was to identify any
potential “high risk” facilities
sharing a property boundary
with the school. In addition, the
survey documented all industrial
facilities within a 500-ft radius
of each school.

LAUSD- Office
of Environmental
Health and
Safety

2003

School
District

http://www.lausd-oehs.
org/industrial.asp
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LAUSD
Schools

Appendix 2 Healthy Kids Zone Policy Scan (continued)

Policy
Ref.

Policy Name

General
Issue

Policy Summary

Impacted
Population

Responsible
Agency

Status as of
2015

Policy
Level

Link

ER-5

LAUSD Motion
re: Siting of
New Industrial
Facilities Near
LAUSD Schools

Industrial
Facilities
Near
School
Sites

LAUSD Board directs the Office Schools and
of Environmental Health and
residents
Safety work with the appropriate near schools
regulatory agencies to ensure
the District is notified of any proposed issuance of a permit, or
permit modification or renewal
associated with industrial activity
on property within 500 feet of
a District school, and that the
District employs whatever legal
means available to oppose such
permit issuance, modification or
renewal as necessary to prevent
the introduction of any new significant risk to school occupants

LAUSD- Office
of Environmental
Health and
Safety

2005

School
District

http://www.lausd-oehs.
org/docs/Resolutions/
NewSchoolsNear
IndustrialFacilities.pdf

ER-6

LAUSD Integrated Pest
Management
(IPM) Policy

Pesticide
Exposure

The IPM policy provides guidance and direction in managing
pests, while minimizing the use
of pesticides, with the ultimate
goal of not using any pesticides.

LAUSD- Office
of Environmental
Health and
Safety

1999

School
District

mo.laschools.org/pest/
view/ipm-handbook/
ipm-procedures-manual.
pdf

ER-7

Assembly Bill
2729

Leaking
Underground
Storage
Tanks

There is a School District Account School-level
in the Underground Storage Tank initiative
Cleanup Fund within the State
Water Resources Control Board.
Funds are available to assist
school districts with the cleanup
of contaminated sites from
leaking petroleum underground
storage tank

State Water Re- 2008
sources Control
Board

State

www.waterboards.
ca.gov/water_issues/
programs/ustcf/
schooldistrict_account.
shtml#faqs

ER-8

Brownfields
Revitalization
Act

Brownfields

Federal assistance for brownfield Schools and U.S. Environassessment, cleanup, and job
residents
mental Protectraining. School districts may
near schools tion Agency
apply for grants through the
U.S. EPA Region 9 Office. These
grants may be used to address
sites contaminated by petroleum
and hazardous substances,
pollutants, or contaminants
(including hazardous substances
co-mingled with petroleum).

2002

National http://www.dtsc.
ca.gov/SiteCleanup/
Brownfields/upload/
SM_FS_BrownfieldGrant_Schools.pdf
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Policy
Ref.
ER-9

Policy Name
California
Education
Code Sections
17072.12,
17072.13,
17072.18,
1721017215.5,
17251 and
17268
(2001)

General
Issue

Policy Summary

Impacted
Population

Responsible
Agency

Proximity
to hazardous air
emissions

No school site within 500 ft. of
the edge of the closest traffic
land of a freeway or busy traffic
corridor; identify sources of air
pollution within 1/4 mile of
the site that emit hazardous air
emissions

School age
children

California
Department of
Education

ER-10 Water Reuse

Water
re-use
technology
applied to
greening

Coordinate City operations and
development policies for the
protection and conservation of
open space resources, by encouraging City departments to take
the lead in utilizing water re-use
technology, including greywater
and reclaimed water for public
landscape maintenance purposes
and such other purposes as may
be feasible

Residents
near City
Owned
Property

DCP

ER-11 The Family
Smoking
Prevention and
Tobacco Control
Act
of 2009

Tobacco
Advertising
(Near
Schools)

The Act leaves state and local
governments free to restrict the
sale, distribution and possession
of tobacco products.

Schools and Food and Drug
residents
Administration
near schools

ER-12

Diesel
Particulate
Matter
from Trucks

Operators of diesel-fueled trucks, California
with a gross vehicle weight
residents
rating greater than 10,000
pounds, shall not idle for more
than 5 minutes when stopped
within California’s borders.

Air Quality
Around
Schools

Program designed to reduce
emissions from older diesel
school buses

California
Air Resources
Board Regulation 2485.
Airborne Toxic
Control Measure to Limit
Die
sel-Fueled Commercial
Motor Vehicle
Idling.

ER-13 Clean School
Bus Program
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U.S. residents

Status as of
2015

Policy
Level

Link

State

1973

City of
LA

http://planning.lacity.
org/cwd/framwk/
chapters/06/06.htm

2009

National www.naccho.
org/toolbox/_
toolbox%5CRegulating_
Tobacco_Retailers_
Options_for_
State_and_Local_
Governments_1.pdf

California Air
Resources
Board

2008

State of
California

EPA

Ongoing

National http://www.epa.gov/
cleanschoolbus/csboverview.htm

http://www.arb.
ca.gov/msprog/truckidling/2485.pdf

Appendix 2 Healthy Kids Zone Policy Scan (continued)

Policy
Ref.

Policy Name

ER-14 Clean Business
Incentive

S-1

Belmont
Schools Safe
Passages

S-2

Seattle Pedestrian Master
Plan

S-3

Santa Ana
Transit Zoning
Code

S-4

S-5

S-6

Limit Right-onReds

Slow-School
zones

General
Issue
Discourage
or separate
incompatible land
uses;

Policy Summary

Impacted
Population

Prevent an additional increase
in cumulative environmental
impacts by encouraging “clean”
businesses (including research
and development and other
trades) to locate within the HKZ.
This requires creating a business
attraction plan, identifying incentives, creating street signage,
and installing other needed
infrastructure.

Status as of
2015

Policy
Level

Planning, Economic Development Agency

Safety

Collaborative effort involving
school personnel, law enforcement and volunteers to improve
safety by monitoring pedestrian
routes near schools and providing violence prevention curriculum to students.

Safety

Capital investments in pedestrian
lighting are prioritized based on
High Priority areas. The mapping Pedestrians
methodology incorporates health
and physical activity equity and
school-based demand.

Safety

On-site surface parking is prohibited along building frontages
within six zoning designations.

Safety

Prohibit right turns on red lights
during normal school hours
within HKZ.

Safety

Limit vehicle speeds to 15 MPH
on streets processing less than
25,000 vehicles per average
weekday within 500 feet of
schools.

Pedestrian safe- Safety
ty retrofits

Responsible
Agency

School age
children and
families

Pedestrians

Pedestrians

Pedestrians

Prioritize funding for capital improvements to mitigate vehicle/
pedestrian conflicts within HKZ. Pedestrians
Prioritize Safe Routes to School
applications within HKZ.

Advance Project
Urban Peace
program

City of Seattle
Department of
Transportation
City of Santa
Ana
Planning Division
Transportation
departments
Traffic Enforcement bureaus
Transportation
departments
Traffic Enforcement bureaus
Transportation
departments
Public Works
departments

Link
http://ctb.ku.edu/
en/table-of-contents/
implement/changingpolicies/tax-incentives/
main

Implemented
(2011)

Local

http://
advancementprojectca.
org/?q=SafeRoutes

Local

http://www.seattle.
gov/transportation/
pedestrian_masterplan/
docs/Methodology_
Appendix040209_fixed.
pdf

Adopted
(2010)

Local

http://formbasedcodes.
org/content/
uploads/2014/01/
santa-ana-transit-zoningcode.pdf

Recommended

Local

Recommended

Local

Recommended

Local

Partially
implemented
(2009)
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Policy
Ref.

Policy Name

General
Issue

Policy Summary

Impacted
Population

Safety

Establish maximum width and
density standards for vehicle
ingress/egress points within
HKZ. Require grade separations
between sidewalks and vehicle
circulation areas.

Pedestrians

Establish minimum density
and transparency requirements
for ground floor windows and
entrances.

Responsible
Agency

Status as of
2015

Policy
Level

Link

S-7

Pedestrian
design requirements

S-8

Ground floor
activation
requirements

Safety

Urban Street
Design Guide

The National Association of City
Transportation Officials created
the Urban Street Design GuideSafe Street lines as a reference for planning,
Design
designing and implementing
Complete Streets design standards to streets and sidewalks in
any applicable U.S. city

Applied
jurisdictions,
sites, and/
or projects

Applicable
design and
implementation Adopted
agencies

National http://nacto.org/usdg/

S-10

Street Design
Manual

Apply curb extension treatments
adjacent to schools, at
Safe Street directly
school
crosswalks
and midblock
Design
crossings and consider at all corners and pedestrian crossings

City

NYC Department of Transportation

City

http://nyc.gov/
streetdesignmanual

S-11

Bicycle and
pedestrian
ways along
Safe Street
state roads and Design
transportation
facilities

S-9

S-12

Street Design
Manual
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Consider feasibility of installing
a bicycle facility on all streets
during repaving/restriping process and where geometry and
funding are applicable

Pedestrians

State of
Florida

Install road diets including
on-street bicycle facilities on a
street that is an important bicycle network connection, or has
Safe Street high motor vehicle volumes or
Design
speeds or multiple moving lanes, City
or is along a park, waterfront,
or other open space where
cross streets and driveways are
infrequent

Planning departments

Planning departments
Code Enforcement bureaus

Recommended

Local

Recommended

Local

Adopted

Florida State
DOT, Dept.
Environmental
Protection

Adopted

State

http://www.leg.state.
fl.us/statutes/
index.cfm?App_
mode=Display_Statute&
SearchString=&URL=
0300-0399/0335/
Sections/0335.
065.html

NYC Department of Transportation

Adopted

City

http://nyc.gov/
streetdesignmanual
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Policy
Ref.

Policy Name

General
Issue

S-13

Pedestrian-Bicycle Transition
Plan (Ch. 3
Methodology
for Prioritizing
Pedestrian
Projects)

Active
Transportation Infrastructure

S-14

First Last Mile
Strategic Plan
& Planning
Guidelines

Prioritize studies and implemenSustainable tation of First/Last Mile treatTransporta- ments and projects connecting
tion
transit stops and stations to
schools within HKZ

S-15

S-16

S-17

HS-8

Policy Summary

Impacted
Population

Prioritization criteria for repairing
sidewalks with weight given to County
sidewalks near schools and in
low-income neighborhoods

Responsible
Agency

Ada County
Highway
District

Status as of
2015

Adopted

Policy
Level

Link

County

https://www.achdidaho.
org/Departments/PP/
Docs/ped-bike_plan/
ch.3_prioritization_
method.pdf

http://media.metro.
net/docs/sustainability_
path_design_guidelines.
pdf

Los Angeles
County

http://www.
timesheraldonline.
com/generalnews/20150304/
cupertino-council-takestwo-actions-to-boostsafety-for-bikers-nearschools

Supporting
active
transportation

Prohibit truck traffic on streets
within 500 feet of schools
during general drop-off
(7:00a-9:30a) and pick-up
(2:00p-4:00p) hours of school
days

City of Cupertino

Code Enforcement Division

Cupertino
City Council
Muapproved
nicipal
to amend
Municipal Code Code
(March 2015)

Safe Routes to
School (S. 3)

Supporting
active
transportation

Continue to work/partner with
LAUSD, (with support from PTAs
and traffic officers) to develop
an education program, develop
and implement a safe routes to
school program and a Comprehensive SRTS Strategic Plan to
calm traffic in communities surrounding all elementary, middle
and high schools to maximize
pedestrian and bicycle convenience and safety. Refer to the
Citywide Safe Routes to School
Strategic Plan.

LAUSD
schools in
City of Los
Angeles

Los Angeles
Department of
City Planning

Under review
by City (April
2015)

https://losangeles2b.
City and files.wordpress.
School com/2015/02/
District appendix-b1mobility-2035.pdf

Pedestrian
Routes to
Schools

Supporting
active
transportation

Partner with LA DOT to identify
school travel plans for safe
routes to the school to disseminate to students and families.

LAUSD
Angeles
schools with- Los
Department
in City of Los Transportationof
Angeles

Active

http://ladot.lacity.org/
City and WhatWeDo/Safety/
School PedestrianSafety/
District PedestrianRoutesto
Schools/index.htm

Equity investment for new
clinics

Health
Services

Provide tax credit incentives to
investors for equity investments
in health facilities established in
HKZs or HPSAs and MUAs.

School communities

Proposed

Pending

U.S. Treasury;
State legislature; City
Council

City,
State,
National
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Policy
Ref.
HS-9

Policy Name

General
Issue

SBHCs as a
Health
unique provider Services
type

Impacted
Population

Responsible
Agency

Define SBHCs as a unique provider type

School communities

State Medicaid
Agency

Implemented

State

Illinois Medicaid
Handbook for School
Based/Linked Health
Center Services http://
www.sbh4all.org/atf/
cf/%7BB241D183DA6F-443F-95883230D027D8DB%7D/
IL%20SBHC%20
Medicaid%20Handbook.
pdf

School communities

State Medicaid
Agency

Implemented

State

North Carolina
Department of Health
and Human Services
http://www.
sbh4all.org/atf/
cf/%7BB241D183DA6F-443F-95883230D027D8DB%7D/
NC%20MOA%2012-107.pdf

Policy Summary

Status as of
2015

Policy
Level

Link

HS-10 Waive prior
authorization
for SBHCs

Health
Services

Waive prior authorization by
a primary care provider for all
visits, or specific types of visits
at SBHCs.

HS-11 Telemedicine

Health
Services

Establish “telemedicine” technol- School comogy for consultation to support
munities
health care personnel at schools
or access health care personnel
unavailable on-site.

Clinic; School
District

Implemented

School
District

Health-e-Schools http://
crhi.org/MY-Health-eSchools/index.html

HS-12 Mobile Clinic

Health
Services

Establish a mobile clinic program Students
that visits HKZ school (s) on a
regular basis.

School District

Implemented

School
District

http://www.nlmusd.
org/healthonwheels;
http://web.
lakeland272.org/mobileclinic ;
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APPENDIX 3

Resource Guides by Health Improvement Category
Nutrition Resource Guide
Grocery Store Development
Food Desert to Food Oasis: Promoting Grocery Store Development in South Los Angeles
http://www.chc-inc.org/downloads/Food_Desert_to_Oasis_07-12-2010.pdf
Getting to Grocery: Tools for Attracting Healthy Food Retail to Underserved Neighborhoods
http://changelabsolutions.org/sites/default/files/documents/Getting_to_Grocery_FINAL_20120514.pdf
Stimulating Supermarket Development: a New Day for Philadelphia
http://thefoodtrust.org/uploads/media_items/pa-recommendations.original.pdf

Healthy Food Retail Certification
Health on the Shelf: a Guide to Healthy Small Food Retailer Certification Programs
http://changelabsolutions.org/sites/default/files/Health_on_the_Shelf_FINAL_20130322-web.pdf

Good Food Procurement
Good Food Purchasing Guidelines for Food Service Institutions
http://www.thegreenhorns.net/wp-content/files_mf/1396804772goodfood.pdf

EBT Access at Farmers Markets
Learn about SNAP benefits at Farmers Markets (USDA)
http://www.fns.usda.gov/ebt/learn-about-snap-benefits-farmers-markets

Farm to School
National Farm to School Network resources
http://www.farmtoschool.org/resources

Urban Agriculture
Growing Urban Agriculture: Equitable Strategies and Policies for Improving Access to Healthy Food
and Revitalizing Communities
http://www.policylink.org/sites/default/files/URBAN_AG_FULLREPORT.PDF
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Physical Activity Resources Guide
Active Transportation
School Health Index
Alliance for a Healthier Generation (the Alliance), the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) updated the School Health Index (SHI), a unified assessment tool designed to make it easier for
schools to implement policies and practices that can help students stay healthy and ready to learn.
https://schools.healthiergeneration.org/help/introduction_to_the_school_health_
index/?utm_source=HSP+2014+September+Parent+%2F+Community&utm_
campaign=2014+September+HSP+Parent+Community+&utm_medium=email

Connecting with Your Local Health Department (Video presentation)
13-minute presentation from the Center for Nutrition and Activity Promotion (CNAP) at CSU Chico
presenting how to connect with, and address barriers to partnership with local health departments for
nutrition, physical activity, and gardening interventions.
http://www.afterschoolnetwork.org/post/connecting-your-local-health-department

California Action Guide
Summary of state-specific data and potential actions that the state health department can take to
enhance access to places for physical activity.
http://www.cdc.gov/physicalactivity/downloads/state_pdfs/14_248165_ca_tag508.pdf

1-Minute Energizer Toolkit (on-campus)
1-Minute activities designed to increase kindergarten through sixth grade students’ knowledge of
various anatomical, physiological and nutritional concepts as well as to increase daily physical
activity participation.
http://publichealth.lacounty.gov/nut/Network/pdfs/1-Minute%20Energizers.pdf

Successful Students Through Healthy Food and Fitness Policies (on-campus)
Healthy Food and Physical Activity Policy Resource Guide for Schools and School Boards, including
local wellness policy resources.
http://www.californiaprojectlean.org/docuserfiles/Successful%20Students%20Wellness%20Guide_
Entire%20Guide.pdf

Choose Health LA: Physical Education (on-campus)
Los Angeles County Department of Public Health (LADPH) guide intended for school staff to implement
comprehensive physical activity into physical education curriculum.
http://publichealth.lacounty.gov/cardio/docs/CHLAphyEdu.pdf
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Choose Health LA: Parent’s Guide to Physical Education
Short brochure guide for parents, describing how to support their child’s health through physical
activity, the differences between physical education and physical activity, the benefits of effective
physical education, and the physical education requirements for high school students (available in
Spanish).
http://publichealth.lacounty.gov/cardio/docs/CHLA_physical_activity_brochure_eng.pdf

Ohio Afterschool Physical Activity Resource Guide
Example policies, programs and activities for school staff, parents, caregivers, program staff and
youth to stay physically active.
http://www.ohioactionforhealthykids.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/Afterschool-Packet.pdf

Washington State Nutrition and Physical Activity Policy Resource Guide
Policy development and resource guide for nutrition and physical activity in communities, schools,
workplaces and healthcare settings.
http://www.doh.wa.gov/portals/1/Documents/Pubs/345-239-PolicyResourceGuide.pdf

Environmental Resources Guide
Air Quality
Reducing Vehicular Pollution
Healthy Economies and Healthy Communities - A Toolkit For Goods Movement
http://media.metro.net/projects_studies/mcgmap/images/8-guidebook-chapter8_final.pdf
Cleaning Up Dirty School Buses
http://www.edf.org/transportation/cleaning-dirty-school-buses

Improving Indoor Air Quality
Pilot Study of High Performance Air Filtration for Classrooms Applications
http://www.aqmd.gov/docs/default-source/ceqa/handbook/aqmdpilotstudyfinalreport.pdf?sfvrsn=0
Indoor Air Quality Tools for Schools Action Kit
http://www.epa.gov/iaq/schools/actionkit.html

Air Quality Action Guides
Air Quality and Outdoor Activity Guidance for Schools
http://www.cdc.gov/nceh/airpollution/airquality/pdfs/Air_Quality_and_Outdoor_Activity_Guidance.pdf
Example School District Action Plan for Unhealthful Air Quality
http://khsaa.org/reports/appendixfaiq_school_action_plan_unhealthy_air.pdf
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Air Pollution and School Activities: Public Health Recommendations for Schools on Fine Particle Air
Pollution
http://www.doh.wa.gov/Portals/1/Documents/Pubs/334-332.pdf

Conflicting Land Uses
Safe Routes to School and Traffic Pollution
Resource Guide for improving air quality around schools
http://www.saferoutespartnership.org/sites/default/files/pdf/Air_Source_Guide_web.pdf

California Air Resources Board Air Quality and Land Use Handbook: A Community Health
Perspective
http://www.arb.ca.gov/ch/handbook.pdf

Public Health Nuisances
City of Los Angeles Industrial Citywide Design Guidelines
http://planning.lacity.org/PolicyInitiatives/UrbanDesign/
IndustrialDesignGuidelinesHighRes_6_23_2011.pdf

Unhealthy Messaging
Location, Location, Location: Regulating Tobacco Retailer Locations for Public Health
http://publichealthlawcenter.org/sites/default/files/resources/tclc-guide-regulating-retailerlocations-2014.pdf

Healthy School Environment
Sensible Steps to Healthier School Environments: Quick Assessment
http://www.epa.gov/region10/pdf/childrenshealth/quick_assessment_checklist_for_schools.pdf

Sensible Steps to Healthier School Environments
http://yosemite.epa.gov/R10/ecocomm.nsf/childrenshealth/sensible-steps-webinars

EPA’s School Environmental Health Toolkit and Resource Page (Resources like Idle Free Schools,
School Siting Guidelines, and Environmental Health Practices for Schools)
http://www.epa.gov/schools/guidelinestools/
Integrated Pest Management
http://mo.laschools.org/fis/existing-facilities/m-and-o/pests
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Cumulative Impact Communities
Strategies for Addressing Cumulative Impacts in Environmental Justice Communities
http://www.nj.gov/dep/ej/docs/ejac_impacts_report200903.pdf

Hidden Hazards: A Call to Action for Healthy, Livable Communities
http://kresge.org/sites/default/files/hidden-hazards-low-res-version.pdf

Safety Resources Guide
Complete Streets
What are Complete Streets?
National Policy & Legal Analysis Network to Prevent Childhood Obesity (NPLAN) fact sheet overview
for advocates and community members on the benefits of complete streets policies.
http://changelabsolutions.org/publications/what-are-complete-streets

Complete Streets Talking Points
NPLAN talking points and information to use when advocating for healthier street design (available in
Spanish).
http://changelabsolutions.org/publications/complete-streets-talking-points

Complete Streets Findings, Model Laws and Resolutions
NPLAN policy scan of state, local, and regional jurisdictions that have adopted Complete Streets
policies.
http://changelabsolutions.org/publications/laws-resolutions-cs

Creating Pedestrian Friendly Streets (Webinar)
Recorded webinar on key practical and legal considerations involved in creating pedestrian-friendly
streets.
http://changelabsolutions.org/publications/creating-pedestrian-friendly-streets

Crossing Guard Programs in California
CA4Health and ChangeLab Solutions fact sheet Crossing with Confidence discusses the legal
implications of establishing a crossing guard program and identifies concrete steps public entities –
including school districts – can take to minimize their exposure to liability.
http://changelabsolutions.org/publications/crossing-guards

Guide to Using Policy to Create Bicycle-Friendly Communities
Getting the Wheels Rolling: A Guide to Using Policy to Create Bicycle Friendly Communities provides
a roadmap to making all types of communities bicycle friendly.
http://changelabsolutions.org/publications/what-are-complete-streets
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Health Planning Policies
Collection of California’s General Plans that reflect the growing diversity of strategies for integrating
health into planning.
http://changelabsolutions.org/sites/default/files/Healthy_Planning_Policies_Compendium_
FINAL_%28CLS-20120530%29_090925.pdf

Minimizing Liability Risk
Factsheet about Safe Routes to School (SRTS) programs from advocates, school officials, and others
providing legal information that addresses common barriers to SRTS.
http://changelabsolutions.org/publications/SRTS-resources

Model Comprehensive Plan Language on Complete Streets
Document suggests language for a comprehensive plan’s transportation vision statement and policy
package, as well as additional language to encourage the integration of Complete Streets policies
in interagency planning for land use, schools, public facilities, parks and recreation, and community
health.
http://changelabsolutions.org/publications/comp-plan-language-cs

Implementing Safe Routes to School in Low-Income Schools and Communities
Parents, professionals and school and government leaders will be better positioned to overcome
common challenges and build strong Safe Routes to School programs in low-income schools
and communities. The guide can also be helpful to organizations and agencies that are already
implementing Safe Routes to School programs but want to expand their reach to low-income
communities.
http://www.saferoutespartnership.org/sites/default/files/pdf/LowIncomeGuide.pdf

Complete Streets Local Policy Workbook
This introductory guide serves as a starting point for transportation experts and interested local
leaders to begin mapping out their own Complete Streets policies.
http://www.smartgrowthamerica.org/guides/complete-streets-local-policy-workbook/

Complete Streets Policy Development 101 (Presentation)
Comprehensive presentation on the ten elements of a Complete Streets policy.
http://www.smartgrowthamerica.org/documents/cs/resources/cs-policy.pptx

Calles Completas: Complete Streets in Spanish
Introductory Complete Streets resources available in Spanish, including frequently asked questions, a
handout, and a downloadable presentation.
http://www.smartgrowthamerica.org/complete-streets/espanol/
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Complete Streets: Best Policy and Implementation Best Practices
Joint project of the American Planning Association and the National Complete Streets Coalition,
drawing on lessons learned from 30 communities across the country. The report provides insight
into successful strategies and practices to create complete streets, including how to build support for
complete streets, adopt policies, and integrate the policy into everyday practice.
http://www.planning.org/apastore/search/Default.aspx?p=4060

Urban Street Design Guide
The guide emphasizes city street design as a unique practice with its own set of design goals,
parameters, and tools.
http://nacto.org/usdg/

Defensible Space
Crime Prevention through Environmental Design guidebook
http://www.popcenter.org/tools/cpted/PDFs/NCPC.pdf

Form-Based Codes Institute resources
http://formbasedcodes.org/resources

Health Services Resource Guide
School Based Health Centers (SBHC)
Starting an SBHC
School-Based Health Alliance Blueprint
http://www.sbh4all.org/site/c.ckLQKbOVLkK6E/b.8866379/k.AF05/The_Blueprint_OLD.htm
From Vision to Reality: How to Build a School Health Center from the Ground Up
http://www.schoolhealthcenters.org/start-up-and-operations/start-an-sbhc/from-vision-to-reality/
Opening a School-Based Health Center: A How-To Guide for West Virginia
https://livewell.marshall.edu/mutac/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/Opening_a_School_Based_
Health_Center_Final_April_2010.pdf
How to Start a School Health Center in Illinois
http://www.everthriveil.org/resources/how-start-school-health-center-illinois
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